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Fate has torn us apart and sometimes I believe the stars have given up on us altogether.Without
my sister, the world seems darker than ever before and the shadows loom thicker, rising up to
answer the call of the Shadow Princess and changing the face of Solaria for good.Now Lionel
Acrux has the strength to make a move for the throne, I’m not sure how much time we have left to
stop him.Our only hope is to find the Imperial Star before he does. We made the sacrifice the
stars called for and we’re paying the price for that decision so it can’t be for nothing.But with the
stars turning against us at every move, and the last light in the world seeming to fade, I’m afraid
we’re almost out of time.Hope is a dangerous thing. It’s the key to us fighting on. But it could be
what destroys us in the end.One thing is for certain, I won’t stop until I have been reunited with
my other half and together we will fight to take our crowns.A war is coming.The throne is calling
for a new monarch. And someone must answer its call.

About the AuthorLisa Renee Jones is the New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of
the highly acclaimed Inside Out series; the Dirty Money series; the White Lies duet; the Tall,
Dark, and Deadly series; The Secret Life of Amy Bensen series; and Murder Notes. Murder Girl
is the second book in the Lilah Love series. Visit her at www.lisareneejones.com. --This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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dedicated to the stars. Thanks for sending us mixed messages dudes, you’re a real bunch of
sparkly assholes.In light of that we asked Gabriel Nox to write you a prophesy about this
book…“Paiiiiiiin, immense, unimaginable paiiiiin lies in your future if you continue reading this
book.However, there is also some good which awaits, slivers of joy, laughter which will lighten
your soul only to ensure it is crushed more thoroughly in the fist of fate subsequently.Both
incredible happiness and intense suffering are coming to you…but if you spill enough tears, you
may find the authors of destiny show mercy. It is an unlikely fate, but a possible one.So spill
those tears dear one, capture them in jars and look to the sky to ask the stars to be kind.
Because every once in a while, they listen.”P.S. we are the stars - sorry, not sorry.Gabriel also
has foreseen you joining us in our so follow your fate and we’ll see you there!Welcome to Zodiac
Academy, here is your campus map.Note to all students: Vampire bites, loss of limbs or getting
lost in The Wailing Wood will not count as a valid excuse for being late to class.Click on the map
to explore it more closely.Agony ripped through my side as a Nymph got close enough to drive
its probed fingers into my flesh and I roared a challenge as I swung towards it. The axe Darcy
had forged for me in Phoenix fire blazed with blue flames as it carved a path through the air and
the Nymph’s neck in turn.The foul creature didn’t even have time to shriek in pain before it died
and it crumbled to dust which swirled around me on the storm Darcy and Seth had summoned
to hide our advance.Not that that plan had worked. The fucking Nymphs had realised we were
here the moment we stepped foot outside the clearing where the clubhouse was concealed. I
didn’t know if we’d set off a magical alarm when we arrived via stardust or if we’d just been
unlucky enough to be spotted, but it didn’t matter now. We were right in the thick of the shit storm
with Nymphs closing in on all sides.I pressed a hand to my side, healing the worst of the wounds
with a curse as I was forced to pause my advance.Caleb appeared as nothing more than a blur
of red and blue flames as he shot all around the forest with his Vampire speed, the twin daggers
Darcy had crafted him tearing through the Nymphs before they even realised he was close.My
skin prickled with the urge to shift and a Dragon’s roar left my lips as smoke coated my tongue,
but there was no room for me to shift here between the trees. Besides, I liked the way it felt when
my new axe carved through my enemies too much to abandon it.When Darcy had presented us
with these weapons, my heart had ached for her. For the pain she was in with her sister and
Lance gone and the weight of the world pressing down on her. I shared the torture of their loss



with her so I understood the burden of it more than well enough. But instead of crumbling
beneath the agony of their loss, she’d risen to the challenge and spent the summer helping us to
try and track down the Imperial Star. Roxy had made the sacrifice Gabriel had predicted,
stopping Father from finding it for now and we refused to allow her sacrifice to be for nothing.
And now that Darcy had armed the four of us with weapons that could withstand the Nymphs
and cut through them as easily as if they were made of paper, there was nothing that could stop
us from finding it.Max bellowed a challenge from his position on Seth’s back in his huge white
Wolf form as they charged through the clearing and he fired an arrow flaming with Phoenix fire
right over my head. A Nymph exploded into dust as the arrow punched a hole in its chest and
Max guided it back to him on a gust of wind in a move he’d been practicing tirelessly since Darcy
had forged his gift. He instantly placed the arrow in the bow and aimed again as I raced forward
behind them. Seth’s front paws were clad in gleaming metal, the claws able to ignite with
Phoenix fire and tear through the barky flesh of the Nymphs like a hot knife through butter.I
swung my axe with savage abandon, black blood splattering my face and arms as I killed again
and again but no matter how many enemies I destroyed, it felt like the tide was never ending.My
heart was pounding to a frantic rhythm as I searched the darkness between the trees for Darcy.
She’d run ahead using a concealment spell despite my command for us to stick together, and
panic was warring beneath my skin for every moment that passed without a sign of her. I’d given
Roxy my word that I’d protect her sister before she’d fallen into the shadows and been taken by
my father and it was the only thing I could do for her at the moment.Besides, I’d formed a bond
with Darcy of my own in the last six weeks. We’d been meeting up as often as I could get away
from the manor in secret so that she could try and burn the shadows out of me. If I could just get
free of them then Clara couldn’t control me anymore and I’d be able to strike at her and Father.
But it wasn’t fucking working. I was pushing and pushing for Darcy to use ever stronger flames,
but they were coming closer to roasting me alive from the inside out than they were to destroying
the shadows. She’d refused to attempt it at all this past week since I’d passed out from the agony
of them and Max had struggled to heal me in time to save my life. But I didn’t want to stop trying.
I needed to break free so that I could stand against my father and rescue the girl I loved.The pain
of my separation from Roxy cut me open and made me bleed with every day that passed.Father
held her life in his hands and he’d threatened her to stop me from trying to track her down. Not
that that had stopped me. I knew he held her somewhere in the manor and I’d been spending
every waking hour searching for her, but I’d never even found a clue to her whereabouts. But
sometimes, in the dead of night, I woke suddenly, sure I’d heard her screaming, alone in the
dark.I hoped that I was just having nightmares. But I was almost certain I wasn’t.A huge blast of
Phoenix fire came from the clubhouse at the centre of the clearing and Nymphs screamed as
they died beneath Darcy’s wrath.I raced forward, cutting through the Nymphs who were trying to
escape her flames until I finally made it to the stone house where she was waiting for us.For a
moment the light from her fire cast her in shadows, making her blue hair appear black as she
smiled savagely in victory, looking so like her sister that my heart dropped right down into the pit



of my stomach. Guilt rose up in me like an all too familiar curse and I forced my mind off of it so
that I could focus on this fight.“Did we get them all?” Darcy called as her flames guttered out and
the illusion was lost to me.“What the fuck was that?” I demanded as I came to stand before her,
my muscles burning with fatigue from hefting my axe which now hung loose in my right hand.
“The plan was to stick together.”“Calm down, Darius,” she replied, flicking a lock of blue hair back
over her shoulder. “I was just rounding up the stragglers.”“You could have gotten yourself killed,” I
snarled as Seth padded up beside me in his Wolf form and Max slid from his back.“Well, I didn’t.
So you don’t have to worry about breaking your precious promise,” she muttered bitterly.“It’s the
only thing I can do for her at the moment,” I growled in reply, my heart twisting with the truth of
those words. We’d vowed to do everything we could to get Roxy back, but it turned out that there
was nothing we could do. Not so far anyway. Even Gabriel hadn’t been able to see anything to
help us. The whole situation was fucked.Darcy’s gaze softened at that and she nodded. “I know.
But I’m not some fragile thing that needs protecting.”“Well you are a princess,” Seth teased as he
shifted back into Fae form.Darcy rolled her eyes as she turned away from him flashing his junk
and Max tossed him a pair of sweatpants from his bag.Caleb shot towards us as we waited for
him to pull them on, a wild look in his eyes as he extinguished the Phoenix flames which coated
his daggers.“There are more coming,” he panted as he pointed away through the woods. “Too
many. We need to search this place and get the fuck out of here.”I cursed as I looked up at the
huge stone building which had once been home to the Zodiac Guild. Darcy had discovered this
place mentioned in an old tome which had been kept at The Palace of Souls and we’d come
here as soon as we could, but the damn Nymphs had still been faster. Just like they had at the
last four places we’d searched.I didn’t know how they were managing to do it, whether the stars
really were against us or if they were spying on us somehow, but it was like we couldn’t catch a
fucking break.“Let’s make this quick then,” Darcy snarled as she turned towards the building and
made a move towards the door.I caught her shoulder, my gaze flickering to Dragon slits as she
huffed at me and I moved her aside so that I could go in first. She might not want me to protect
her, but I’d promised Roxy and I wasn’t going to back down on that.The door was heavy and
stuck as I tried to open it, magic locking it in place. I quickly placed my axe in the holster on my
back so that I could concentrate on opening it.I closed my eyes as I focused on the lock, working
my own magic into it and cursing as I struggled to break it.“Hurry up, man,” Seth hissed behind
me and I grunted in frustration as the lock continued to hold me back before finally breaking
through it with a surge of power.The door swung open with a groan and I threw a handful of
Faelights into the dark space to illuminate it ahead of us as we stepped inside.The clubhouse
was immaculate, dominated by a huge open area filled with leather armchairs and dark wooden
furniture. A few doors led off of the central room and we glanced around as we moved further
into the space. It must have been spelled to stop the dust from settling here, because though the
room looked untouched, the taste of magic on the air was long since faded. No one had been
here in a long time.“We’ve got five minutes, tops,” Caleb warned. “Then we need to get the fuck
out of here. I’ll check the back rooms.” He shot away without waiting for us to reply and the rest of



us fanned out to search for anything that could relate to the Imperial Star.We hunted with a
feverish desire that was bordering on aggressive as we tore through the room, using detection
spells to locate anything that might be hidden.I cursed as we failed to find anything, tossing
books, ornaments and anything else I came across in a heap on the floor and my pulse pounded
as the minutes ticked down.“Shit,” Darcy gasped and I whirled around, finding her in the middle
of the room with a tarot card in her hand.She’d explained about the messages Astrum had been
sending the twins from beyond the grave a few weeks ago and the look in her eyes said she’d
just found one more. “What does it say?” I demanded.The last person who we suspected to have
been in possession of the Imperial Star was Astrum and I could only hope that this breadcrumb
trail he’d been leaving the twins was designed to lead them to it.“Seek the fallen hunter.” Darcy
looked up at me as she held out the card for me to see.The World tarot card looked back at me,
a naked woman dancing above the earth holding a staff in each hand while she was watched by
various creatures. That at least was positive – the card symbolised things falling into place, even
if the message that went with it seemed like nothing more than a riddle.“I can’t find anything,”
Max called from across the wide space.“Me either,” Caleb announced as he shot back into the
room, his blonde curls dishevelled.“I don’t think it’s here,” Darcy said bitterly. “We wouldn’t have
found a card if it was.”A terrifying shriek sounded from somewhere out in the woods and we all
looked around in alarm as the Nymph army drew closer.“Then I say it’s time to go,” Seth said,
moving to join us as he opened an old bottle of whiskey, drinking the few inches in the bottom of
it before tossing it aside.“Yeah, let’s get the fuck out of here,” I agreed, pulling a pouch of stardust
from my pocket.“One moment,” Caleb said, shooting away before I could object.The howls and
shrieks of the Nymphs outside were so close that my muscles tensed and magic raced to my
fingertips.Caleb reappeared with a jerrycan beneath his arm which he must have found outside
and as he twisted the cap off, his eyes lit with excitement.“Faesine,” he announced, upending the
can in a whirl of motion as he shot around us so that every surface in the building was coated
with the incredibly flammable substance.Seth howled with excitement and I tossed the pouch of
stardust to Max as we all moved closer together.The Nymphs were so near that I could hear
their rattles now, the cold feel of their presence dampening our magic as Max took a pinch of
stardust out of the bag and grinned around at us.Darcy caught my eye just as the first window
shattered and the Nymphs shrieked with excitement as they spotted us.Darcy sucked in a sharp
breath and my heart leapt as they fought their way inside and the horrifying sight of their gnarled
bodies and soulless red eyes made my pulse race.Max tossed the stardust and I flicked my
fingers, flames leaping from my palm and hitting the Faesine. The tremendous whoosh of the fire
met with a blaze of heat that washed over us and the screams of the Nymphs filled the air as
they burned half a second before the world spun around us and the stars whipped us up into
their embrace.Our feet hit solid ground and Seth howled excitedly as we found ourselves in the
dark woodland beyond my family’s estate.I could just make out the colourful lights which had
been strung up in honour of my birthday in the grounds. I fought back a snarl as I realised I was
going to have to sit through an evening of bullshit as Father put on a show of family love and



respect for the press and his fake ass friends. I couldn’t even attempt to pull out of it. He’d made
it clear that any public show of dissent would cause him to hurt Roxy and I couldn’t risk that. He
had me by the balls and he knew it.He’d effectively leashed and muzzled me and there wasn’t a
fucking thing I could do about it. And the way he looked at me since the start of the summer
made my insides boil with hatred. His eyes glinted like he knew something I didn’t. Like he held
this great secret he was just bursting to spill and every time I thought of him doing it, I was filled
with a mixture of dread and a desperation to know what it was.There was one small sliver of
hope which I clung to all the time he continued to taunt me and hold Roxy captive at his mercy.
Ever since the night I’d almost killed him, he hadn’t once come near me without Clara at his side.
In fact, she never seemed to leave his side at all anymore. And I was filled with this deep hope
that the reason for that was fear. He knew just how close I’d come to besting him that night. To
ending him. And only Clara and her control over me via the shadows kept him safe from my
wrath.So if I could just get him alone, figure out a way to take her out of the picture, then I was
sure I could finish him for good. But he was proving to be an un-Fae asshole as well as a
treacherous bastard, putting his Guardian between us rather than face me like he should.“Will
you be alright alone in the palace tonight?” Seth asked Darcy, a soft whimper escaping him as I
handed her the stardust so she could head home. Obviously a Vega wasn’t welcome at a party
filled with people who backed our claim for the throne so she couldn’t come in. If the press
caught wind of how much time we all spent together these days they’d have a fucking field day. It
certainly didn’t seem like we were on opposing sides of a war to me.“I’m always alone now,” she
said in flat tone which made my heart twist with guilt. I was starting to seriously worry about how
she was coping. First Lance had been taken from her and now Roxy; I knew Geraldine had been
staying with her a lot, but it wasn’t the same.Before any of us could offer up anything in
response, she tossed the stardust over her head and disappeared.We’d snuck out here an hour
ago to meet her, the moment she’d figured out our latest search destination but now that guests
were starting to arrive for my birthday party, it would be a lot harder to sneak back in. Especially
with Father’s extra guards patrolling the grounds. He’d supposedly hired them to guard against
Nymphs, but they were either just a front to keep up appearances, or they were to make sure no
one got close to the house without him knowing in case anyone figured out what he was doing
here.I slipped the axe and holster from my back, pulled my ripped shirt off and glanced at my
brothers. There was a simple way to get them back into the building, but doing it meant breaking
the code my father had always insisted I stick to.Why do I even give a shit about his
codes?“You’re going to need to construct a decent cloaking spell,” I said to them as I tossed my
shirt and axe to Max.“Why?” Cal asked, eyeing me like he couldn’t figure out what I was up to
even though I had to guess it was clear I was going to shift. Strip shows really weren’t my
thing.“Because I’m going to fly us all back in.”“No fucking way,” Seth breathed, bouncing up and
down on the balls of his feet as Max grinned excitedly.“You mean it?” Cal asked, his eyes
widening.“Yeah, I mean it. I’m sick of you assholes always being stuck on the ground. It’s time
you realised how much better it is to be a Dragon than any of your shitty Orders.”Max snorted a



laugh and Seth began to howl half a second before Cal slapped a hand over his mouth to
silence him.“Very subtle, asshole,” Caleb chastised.Seth peeled his hand back off of his mouth
then leapt forward and ran the pad of his tongue right up the side of my cheek. “Holy shit, I’m so
fucking excited I could pee myself. This is as good as the time when I was on the moon and I
jumped clean over that crater when everyone said I wouldn’t be able to.”“If you piss on me, I’ll
toss you into the lake,” I warned, dropping my sweatpants and handing them and my sneakers to
Max to put in his bag too before turning away from them so I had room to shift.My body split
apart and reformed and I fought to contain a roar as fire washed beneath my scales and I flexed
my claws so that they dug into the sun-baked dirt beneath me.I’d only ever let Lance and Roxy
ride me before now and I’d been breaking the rules to do it, but that suddenly seemed so
pointless. Father was obsessed with the idea of Dragon supremacy, but who gave a shit if I
wanted to let some of my friends ride me through the clouds? It didn’t make me a fucking pack
mule. It just showcased what my Order could do.I turned my head to look at the other Heirs as
they hesitated. I mean, yeah, it was a pretty fucking huge deal, but I needed them to move their
asses before Father came looking for me. If he realised we’d left the manor, he might figure out
that we’d had something to do with the deaths of a bunch of his Nymphs.Seth stepped forward
first but Caleb shot into action a moment later, leaping up onto my back and settling himself
between the spines on my shoulder blades with a breath of excited laughter.Max and Seth
climbed up right behind him and I walked forward several steps as I adjusted to the feeling of
them all riding me at once before risking my wings.“Are you sure about this, Darius?” Max asked,
but the edge of laughter to his tone said he absolutely didn’t want me to change my mind.I
twisted my head to look at them, blowing a puff of smoke into their faces in answer before
snapping my golden wings out either side of me and launching myself into the clouds at
speed.Seth whooped in excitement a heartbeat before a silencing bubble washed over my
scales to contain the noise alongside a concealment spell to make sure no one spotted them
and then they were all yelling and cheering as I beat my wings hard and shot into the sky. I flew
as hard and as fast as I could, my heart pounding as I broke through the clouds and soared
beneath the stars, showing them the world the way I loved it the most for a few endless moments
before diving back to earth again at breakneck speed.The other Heirs all yelled and whooped as
we plummeted through the clouds and I twisted through the air to give them a real ride. I could
feel them clinging to my spines with all their strength as they almost fell and I released a burst of
Dragon fire from my mouth which whipped around us as I dove through it.I snapped my wings
out and swooped over the roof of the manor at the last second before coming to land on the flat
roof of the tower which held my rooms.The Heirs slid from my back, laughing excitedly before I
shifted back into my Fae form and I offered them half a smile. It was good to see them enjoying
themselves, but I hadn’t been able to take real joy in anything since Roxy had been taken from
us. My heart felt like it was locked in a cage of ice and if we didn’t manage to find her soon then I
wasn’t sure what would become of me.I looked towards the other Heirs just as Max disbanded
the concealment spell around them and my eyes managed to focus on their smiling faces



instead of only seeing darkness where they’d been.We headed down into my rooms and I used
water magic to clean the dirt from my flesh as Seth took to my bathroom and set the shower
running.I changed into the charcoal suit Mom had left out for me and styled my hair like a diligent
little Heir as I prepared to face the charade which was my birthday party. I didn’t know many
twenty-year-olds who chose to celebrate with a sit-down banquet and a formal dance, but I
didn’t give enough of a shit to complain about it. If I had my way, we wouldn’t be celebrating at
all. Hell, if I had my way, I’d have spent the day alone with Roxy doing literally anything and it
would have been perfect.Seth lingered in the shower until Caleb cursed him and shot in there to
toss him out. Max had cleaned himself off with water magic too and he chuckled as he tightened
his tie, a little knowing smile on his face as he glanced towards the bathroom where the sound of
them arguing spilled from the doorway.Seth fell out of the room a moment later, soaking wet and
butt naked with his ass leaving a print on my carpet as he cursed Cal out.Caleb’s laughter came
from the bathroom and Seth stomped away, drying himself with air magic before dressing in his
grey suit. Before he’d even managed to pull his jacket on, Cal shot back into the room and
dressed himself in a flash of Vampire speed before coming to a rest leaning against the door and
inspecting his fingernails as if he’d been waiting for us for ages.A knock sounded at the door and
I called out for Jenkins to enter a moment before the wizened old butler stepped into the
room.“Your guests are waiting for you, Master Darius,” he simpered, bowing low like he wasn’t a
conniving asshole and I dismissed him with a flick of my hand.I looked around to make sure the
others were ready and Seth used air magic to style his long hair into perfect waves as he hurried
to catch up with us.The closer we got to the banquet hall, the heavier the weight in my chest felt.
I didn’t want to put on this show. I didn’t want to play this part. I ached to make a public challenge
against my father and expose his lies and treason to everyone in the kingdom. And instead I was
being trotted out like a fucking show pony. It made me sick to my stomach to think of sitting
through his bullshit all night, but we had a plan which might just make it worth it.Tonight, the
other Heirs were going to stay with me in my rooms and we were going to use our combined
magic to try and locate where the fuck he was keeping Roxy. I knew the power of the Guardian
bond would continue to bind her to him even if we got her away from him, but I just had to get her
out of his clutches.If we could just get her back to her sister, I was sure we could find a way to
pull her out of the shadows and then the Guardian bond could be dealt with in its own way. Even
if the only way to sever it was to kill my father, that was alright because I planned on doing that
anyway. His tie to her only gave me more motive.The sound of a string quartet reached me as I
approached the banquet hall and Seth brushed his hand down my back in a comforting gesture
as if he could sense how much I was dreading this farce. Max pushed calming emotions over me
and I allowed them to slip beneath my skin, needing all the help I could get to hold it together
tonight.Jenkins hurried ahead, announcing our arrival as the huge double doors were swept
open and the guests all turned to applaud me as I entered the room.I smiled politely and let
myself be passed from hand to hand as I was greeted with enthusiastic handshakes and praised
over everything from the breadth of my shoulders to the cut of my suit to the noble sacrifice I’d



made when I’d chosen to become Star Crossed. It was a fucking sham and I hated every
moment of it but I smiled and nodded, complimented fugly dresses and praised the beauty of
women older than my mother as they pressed their fake tits against me and offered up flirtatious
suggestions.Father was nowhere in sight yet thankfully, but Mildred sped through the crowd with
a squeal of snookums! before planting a wet kiss right on my mouth and painting aubergine
lipstick all over my jaw.My smile was tight, my posture rigid, but no one noticed. No one cared.
They wanted to buy into the pretty lie of my perfect life and get as close to the most powerful Fae
in the room as they could manage.Eventually there was a call for us to take our seats for dinner
and Mom appeared out of the crowd. She offered me a pat on the cheek and her eyes burned
with understanding before she whisked Mildred away, directing her to a seat further down the
table from mine so that I at least didn’t have to endure her pawing me throughout my meal.I sat
to the right of the chair at the head of the table with Xavier on my left and mother opposite
him.Father’s newest groupie slunk into the room while everyone was distracted by finding their
places and my gaze snagged on him as he moved to claim a seat at the table. Vard was a Seer
who had turned up at the start of the summer claiming to want to help my father rise to
greatness, and of course the vain bastard had accepted instantly. I didn’t like the Cyclops one
bit. There was something seriously disconcerting about him and as he swept his long, black hair
away from his face my attention caught on his mismatched eyes. There was a scar running
through one of them which had left it swirling with darkness that seemed all too clearly linked to
the shadows for my liking.There were around a hundred guests in attendance and the other
Heirs took seats further down the table with their parents where they shot me sympathetic looks
as I forced myself to engage in polite conversation and we waited for my father to show
up.Lance’s mother, Stella, strode along the table, shaking her ass as she walked and looking like
she thought every man here was hers to choose from. But it was more than obvious to me that
the only one of them she wanted was my father. Unfortunately for her, despite her continued
loyalty and devotion, Father seemed more than happy with the trade he’d made to her daughter
so she could shake her ass all she wanted but it didn’t seem to be luring him back.“Happy
birthday, Darius,” she purred as she dropped down into the chair opposite mine, to the right of
where my father was due to sit. “I do hope you’ve had an exhilarating day.”I hesitated a beat
before responding as I tried to figure out if she knew something or if she was just being her usual
odd self. The bulk of Father’s Nymph army were currently camped out in the grounds of her
estate and I’d been hungering to strike at them there since we figured that out. Especially since
Darcy hoped to get hold of the soul hat Diego had left for her somewhere in the woods. But there
were far too many of them there for us to be able to risk it.On the raids we’d completed up until
now, we’d been diligent in making sure not a single Nymph survived us. Just one witness would
have our cover blown and if Father found out we’d been working against him with Darcy,
everything could go to shit fast. But as Stella gave me that plastic smile of hers, I felt certain her
question hadn’t been relating to the fight we’d just had so I just gave her a bullshit smile in
return.“Who doesn’t love birthdays?” I deadpanned, making it clear I wasn’t much of a fan. At



least not this year. But of course she just grinned like I’d told her it had been the best day of my
life and took a moment to adjust her short, black hair as she greeted my mother like they were
old friends. Mom acted like she was interested in what Stella had to say and of course there was
no mention of the fact that they clearly hated each other.“Lord Acrux and his Guardians, Clara
Orion and Roxanya Vega!” Jenkins announced as the double doors swung open and my heart
fell right through the pit of my stomach as all heads turned towards them.I pushed out of my
chair, almost knocking the thing to the floor in my haste as my mouth fell open and Father swept
into the room with Clara on one arm and Roxy on the other.She was heart stoppingly beautiful,
wearing a full-length black gown which clung to her figure like a spill of ink. Her mahogany hair
had been curled and hung down her spine and her makeup was like a work of art, dark and
sultry around her eyes which only highlighted the ring of black the stars had given her and her
lips were painted a deep, blood red which made me ache to taste her kisses again.Father
moved into the room, strutting like a peacock with an ass full of new feathers, but I only had eyes
for her. The guests had all broken into murmured conversations and gasps of surprise and the
other Councillors moved to join my father as he began to spin some bullshit story about how
Roxy had seen the light and decided to throw her support in with them.Roxy didn’t add to the
conversation, but she offered up her left arm, showing them the Aries brand on her flesh as proof
while smiling lightly.She didn’t look my way. She didn’t even seem to care where she was. She
just stood there as my heart splintered right down the centre and I was frozen, not knowing what
to do. I wanted to stride over there, rip her out of his arms and take her as far away from him as
physically possible, but instead I was rooted to the spot. I didn’t know how to handle this. She
wasn’t kicking or screaming or trying to escape, she was just standing there like she was made
of stone and nothing in the world could touch her. I’d look insane if I tried to prise her away from
him by force but was I seriously just going to stand here and stare at her?My gaze raked over
every inch of her body as I hunted for signs of mistreatment, but of course there wasn’t a
physical mark on her because that would be all too easy to heal. Any trauma she bore was on
the inside where no one could see, but she did look slimmer, paler…I’m going to rip his fucking
heart out!A hand landed on my arm and Max’s power pushed against my barriers as he tried to
soothe my rage. I couldn’t tear my eyes from her, but I could feel my muscles bunching, my
hands curling into fists and some tiny, rational part of me knew that if I let myself give in to the
desire to attack my father in front of all of these people then it wouldn’t help anything. Roxy and
Clara would throw themselves between us and as much as I was willing to destroy Clara, I
couldn’t lift a hand against Roxy. I’d sooner burn my own heart from my chest than put her in
harm’s way.With a grunt of effort, I let Max calm me, just enough to take the edge off. To let me
think rationally, try and come up with a plan, some way to separate her from my father and keep
her away from him.The Councillors broke apart and Father turned toward me with a cruel smile
lighting his face. To anyone else he was just a father wishing his son a happy birthday. But I knew
this was a test, a challenge, a game. And I had to figure out how to win it.“Ah, Darius, I’m so sorry
we’re late. The girls were a little excitable while we were getting dressed,” Father purred as he



approached us.“Excitable?” I asked, forcing my tone to remain neutral as my gaze stayed fixed
on Roxy.She wasn’t looking at me, her eyes were on my father as he spoke, her gaze focused on
his face.“It’s hard to concentrate when Daddy takes his clothes off,” Clara giggled, stroking his
arm and running a hand down his chest. Stella stared at them venomously, but said
nothing.Roxy’s upper lip pulled back the smallest amount as she narrowed her eyes on Clara
and for a moment it seemed like she was angry or bitter or…I refused to even consider the word
jealous.“Clara, be a dear and take your seat next to Xavier,” Father said, shaking her off
dismissively and she pouted as she stomped around the table and dropped down beside my
brother. “Roxanya, say happy birthday to my son.”My heart stilled as Roxy turned to look my way,
her gaze sweeping over me slowly, like she hardly even recognised me. She was so deep in the
shadows that the girl I knew barely even seemed to be there anymore.She released my father’s
arm and he gave her a little nudge towards me so that she moved to stand so close that I could
have reached out and touched her.Max released my arm and backed up, tossing a silencing
bubble over us to give us some sense of privacy as I could feel the eyes of the whole room on
us.“Happy birthday, Darius,” Roxy said, her voice rough and dark like it was swimming in sin.She
stepped closer to me and leaned in, brushing her lips against mine in a cruel mockery of all the
kisses we’d shared before. Her lips were cold and her gaze empty. A shiver raced through me as
I tasted the darkness on her. There was nothing in that kiss, not a single piece of the girl I loved
and it felt like every part of me was breaking apart as I looked down at her in horror, wondering
what the hell had happened to her to leave her so empty. How the shadows could have stolen so
much and what else my father had been doing to her in the time that she’d been missing.She
pulled back but I caught her wrist, wanting to beg her to come back to me, hunt for some piece
of the girl I knew in her eyes. But the moment my skin touched hers, a jolt of pain and darkness
speared through me as the shadows in her invaded my body and wound their grip tightly around
my heart.My eyes widened and I struggled to draw breath as spears of agony slammed into me
and cut me apart piece by piece. A smile curled up the corners of her lips as she watched me
suffer and I was paralysed by the strength of her power.“Let him go, sweetness,” Father
murmured, holding a hand out to her with a serene smile on his face. “It is his birthday after
all.”Roxy tilted her head as she watched me suffer for an extra moment before suddenly drawing
the shadows back out of me. She took my fingers in her grip and gently peeled them off of her
arm and I watched her with my heart pounding and shattering and falling to pieces as I hunted
for anything familiar in her eyes.“Don’t you know me?” I breathed, unable to hide the raw edge to
my voice as I studied the black rings in her green eyes and begged the stars to let her see
me.“You’re Darius,” she replied, that rough edge still coating her voice. “The man who promised
he’d never hurt me, even though he always enjoyed it when he did.”I shook my head, wanting to
argue against those words but Father held a hand out to her and she took it with a smile which
seemed painted on, but the adoring look in her eyes as she gazed at him was all too real.“Sit
down, Darius. Everyone is waiting for the birthday boy before they can eat.” Father pointed me to
my chair and I fell into it, not knowing what else to do.Max gripped my shoulder for a moment,



pressing more calming energy beneath my skin before dropping his silencing bubble and
returning to his chair along the table.Father took his seat at the head of the table and heat
invaded every cell in my body as he tugged Roxy down into his lap.A growl ripped from my throat
and I half lurched out of my seat, but Clara caught hold of the shadows in me and forced me
back down again before anyone noticed. I sat rigidly in my chair, pain and terror shredding me
apart as Roxy arranged herself more comfortably on Father’s knee.She didn’t resist as he pulled
her close but she didn’t just sit on his dick either, perching on his knee instead with her spine
straight as her gaze trailed over all of the people at the table who were staring at her, before she
looked away again dismissively.Xavier’s hand gripped my knee beneath the table and I could
feel his own horror at this, but I couldn’t spare an inch of my attention for it.The first course was
served and I could only watch her as Father made conversation with people around the table
and Clara kept me trapped within my own body.Stella laughed loudly at everything he said,
tossing her short hair and leaning forward so that her tits threatened to spill from her dress and
Father hardly even seemed to notice.He reached around Roxy’s back and toyed with the dark
curls of her hair where they spilled down her spine and she just sat there, not reacting in any
way. No horror or disgust, no pleasure or excitement either. She was like an empty vessel filled
with shadow and everything from the coldness of her gaze to the emptiness of her expression
made me seethe with rage and fear.“I can see what had you so captivated, Darius,” Father
murmured as the next course was served and everyone was distracted. “She really is a beautiful
girl. And so…tenacious. I have to say I really enjoyed breaking her in and beating that wildness
out of her.”“If you’ve laid a fucking finger on her, I’ll cut you into a thousand pieces and burn you
alive in Dragon fire,” I snarled, but Clara’s hold on my shadows stopped me from doing any more
than tightening my grip on my goddamn spoon. If I could get close to him, I’d gladly find a way to
make a spoon lethal though.Father didn’t bother to respond, only offering a knowing smile as he
rested his fucking hand on her hip. Rage unlike anything I’d ever felt before consumed me as I
was locked in my fucking chair, forced to endure the show he was putting on for me, taunting me
with the girl I loved like she was just some plaything.I didn’t eat a bite of my food as the courses
came and went. I had no appetite even when Clara allowed me to move enough to eat. I pushed
the odd thing around my plate, but my gaze never wavered from Roxy. And I never stopped
trying to fight Clara’s hold on me so that I could rip her right out of my father’s lap.As the dessert
was served, Father leaned close and whispered something in her ear. She nodded once and got
to her feet, turning and sweeping from the room without a word.Clara released me just as Roxy
got to the doors and I shoved to my feet instantly, practically running out into the hallway after
her and not giving a shit who saw or what they thought.By the time I made it out into the hall,
Roxy was already at the far end of it and I called out to her as I broke into a sprint to catch
up.She made it onto the stairwell in the centre of the house before I caught up to her and she
turned back to look at me with an eyebrow raised like she had no idea what I might want.“What
did he do to you?” I choked, my heart racing as I reached for her, but she shifted so that I
couldn’t catch her hand and I could have sworn fear flickered in her eyes for a moment before



she hid it again. “Tell me and I’ll rip him apart for it. Tell me what I have to do to break you out of
this.”“Out of what?” she asked in a cold tone.“The shadows, Roxy, you need to break free of
them, you need-”“Why would I do that?” she asked dismissively. “The shadows bring me more
pleasure than you can even imagine. They feed my soul and steal my pain. Maybe you should
consider joining me in them.”“Joining you?” I sneered. “The girl I love would never-”She stepped
forward suddenly, her hand pressing to my chest right above my heart as we stood eye to eye
with her on the steps.“That pain you feel doesn’t have to rule you,” she said, moving so close that
her lips almost brushed mine but the look in her eyes was hollow, bottomless, void. “You could
join me in the dark. We could have it all.”“What about love?” I murmured, my hands slipping
around her waist as I drew her closer to me, wanting to hold on to her until I forced her to come
back for good.“I only love my king,” she breathed.“No,” I snarled fiercely, denying her words with
every fibre of my being. “You don’t love him. You’d never love him.”A dark laugh escaped her as
my grip on her tightened and a swell of power burst from her hand where it was pressed to my
chest, the shadows slamming into me and knocking me back against the heavy doors at the
front of the house and pinning me in place.“Let me know if you change your mind,” Roxy said
dismissively, turning away and continuing up the stairs towards my father’s quarters without a
backwards glance.The shadows held me against the door long after she’d walked away and by
the time she released me, she was long gone.I hunted the entire house for her, but she’d
disappeared once more. And I felt her loss all over again, just as sharply as the night she’d been
taken. Or maybe even more so. Because until now I’d had hope that I could save her if I could
only find her. And now I had to fear if I would ever get her back again.“Boy,” Father’s voice was
firm and cutting, carrying from his office and making dread carve a hole through my chest.I
placed my suitcase down, straightened my shirt and took a breath as I approached the door. I
could get through anything now. I was about to leave for Zodiac Academy and my magic would
be Awakened. I literally couldn’t freaking wait. I’d gotten a sum total of three hours’ sleep last
night and had had to wait all damn day for this moment. But it was night time now. The stars were
awake, and soon my magic would be too.I pushed the door open, lifting my chin as I faced the
man who sent fear prickling along my limbs. After everything he’d done, there wasn’t a scrap of
love in my heart for him. It was hard to remember a time there ever had been really. Admiration
maybe, awe, respect – before I realised he didn’t deserve any of those things. But any dislike I’d
had for him had turned into a potent hate after everything he’d done, the lives he’d destroyed,
and the ones he still planned on destroying.He was dressed in a fine tailored suit, his broad
shoulders emphasised by the fitted blazer and his blonde hair pushed back and styled perfectly.
He stood from his chair behind the desk, rising to his imposing height.“Close the door,” he
commanded and a razor blade lodged in my throat as I pushed it shut with a sharp click that
echoed on through my skull.Father moved around the desk, gazing down his nose at me with
undisguised disgust. “You understand the way the wind is blowing, don’t you boy?” he asked in a
dangerous growl, but he went on before I could figure out what he meant. “The throne is mine for
the taking, I will be Solaria’s King. And that will make you of great interest to the students of



Zodiac Academy. My arm has been twisted into allowing you to attend, but do not underestimate
my influence upon you even when you are no longer under this roof.”I clenched my jaw, keeping
my tongue from spilling out a single stupid word. I wasn’t going to test him tonight. Not when
freedom was so close that I could hear it screaming my damn name.Father went on, “You will
keep your head down and the press will barely know you exist. You will not take interviews
unless I tell you to, you will not cause a stir, let alone a scandal. And you will return home
whenever I demand it, is that clear?”“Yes, Father.” I bowed my head, playing the good little pawn.
I just wanted out. The only problem was Mom. She’d come to me last night, making me swear I’d
build a life for myself at school, that I wouldn’t worry about her. But how could I do that? Leaving
her here was unbearable. I just didn’t have a choice.“Good,” he said dismissively. “Go
downstairs, Portia will be conducting a brief interview for The Celestial Times before we leave. I
will announce your Elements and House to the press after your Awakening is done, then there
shall be no more focus on my worthless, spare son.”I nodded stiffly, turning away with that
bittersweet slap to the face still stinging my cheek and heading out the door, his heavy presence
following me. I grabbed my suitcase and carried it downstairs where a porter was waiting to take
it from me. Darius had already gone back to Zodiac a few days ago, insisting he needed a head
start on his work and Father had let him go because he always wanted his special Heir to be
ahead of the game. I knew better though. Darius had told me himself he was going out Nymph
hunting with the other Heirs and Darcy Vega. He’d been telling me about their hunts all summer
so I could live vicariously through his stories. I longed to join them, it sounded like something
from one of my Xbox games. A real life adventure. And now I was getting my magic Awakened,
maybe it wouldn’t be too long before I really could help. Though I guessed I knew in my heart
that I had a lot to learn before I’d be of any use. Still…Voices carried from out on the porch, the
front door half open and my father’s hand suddenly landed on my shoulder as he steered me
outside. When I looked up at him, I found him wearing one of his false smiles, his teeth on show
and a decent attempt at pride glowing in his eyes. I slapped on my own smile which was equally
fake and we stepped outside where the press had set up some lights facing the porch and Mom
was there chatting with Portia in a flowing green gown.“Ah, here’s the man of the hour!” Portia
exclaimed, her blonde hair bouncing as she hurried up the steps toward me. “You look dashing,
Xavier. Let’s get a few pictures with your parents.” She positioned me between them and they
both moved in close as the photographer started shooting. I looked up at Mom with a grin and
she shot me a wink that warmed my heart.When the shoot was done, Portia questioned me
about my feelings over being Awakened and starting school, and I was able to let out the
bursting emotions inside me over it all. Because I was fucking excited. Star damned crazy happy
about it. And by the time I was done telling her about it, my jaw was aching from how hard I’d
been smiling.“It’s not fair!” Clara shrieked from somewhere in the house and Father’s face turned
to thunder.“Excuse me,” he said curtly and Portia waved him off, but shared a brief look with the
photographer that said she was curious as shit.“Go grab your coat, Xavier,” Mom encouraged,
her eyes anxious. “We’d better head off soon.”“Yes, of course, I won’t keep you any longer,”



Portia said apologetically, starting to pack up her things.I slipped back inside the house while
Mom started making small talk with her slightly louder than was necessary and I shut the door
behind me. Clara was on the stairs with a cloak of shadows spinning around her, her hands
planted on her hips. Tory stood beside my father in a red satin dress, gazing at him with a doe-
eyed look that made my skin crawl. I couldn’t even express how angry I was about what my
father had done to Tory. I hadn’t seen her since Darius’s birthday and had no idea where he was
keeping her. Now, he brought her out like a dog on a leash. It was fucking sick.“I was your
Guardian first, Daddy, how come she gets to go with you?” Clara pouted, her eyes a swirling
storm of darkness. I probably should have been used to her calling him Daddy by now, but fuck
no I wasn’t. It still made me wanna vom. Every. Damn. Time.“Now, Clara, I explained this to you,”
Father said in a purr that made me equally sick. “Roxanya needs to be seen as allied to me out in
public. And you still don’t have full control of your power, you cannot pass as Fae yet.”I drifted
across the hall to the coat closet, grabbing a smart black one and pulling it on, never taking my
eyes off of the circus of horrors playing out before me.Clara’s face twisted in fury and the storm
cloud of darkness around her built in size, the strength of her power tugging on the shadows
living in me.“I can control myself!” she bellowed and Father snarled, lunging at her and grasping
her throat.“Silence,” he hissed. “Or I’ll have you banished from my quarters for a week. Is that
what you want?”“No,” Clara whimpered and the shadows died around her while my nose
wrinkled.I tried to catch Tory’s eye, but she just gazed at Father with the same intensity Clara
was giving him. It was sickening to watch.“Good girl,” Lionel growled. “Now go back upstairs and
when I get home, I’ll reward you for behaving.”She leaned in for a kiss, but he moved away
before she could claim it, placing a possessive hand on Tory’s back and guiding her toward the
door. He jerked his chin at me in a command and I fell in to step behind them as they exited the
house again.Portia was still there chatting with my mom, but her eyes practically leapt out of her
head as she spotted Tory at my father’s side. It wasn’t like it was fresh news that Tory was
aligned with Lionel now, but the press still couldn’t lap it up quick enough.“Oh, good evening,
Miss Vega, I wasn’t expecting to see you tonight,” Portia said in surprise as Father took his hand
from Tory’s spine.“Yes, well here I am,” Tory said blandly, smiling at Father again before giving
Portia a flat look.“Could I get a few words while I’m here?” Portia asked hopefully, glancing at my
father then back to Tory.“Of course, but make it quick, we need to leave,” Father said politely and
Portia nodded, hurrying up the steps to Tory with her dictaphone in hand so she could record
her.“Have you spoken with your sister lately? She has been running quite an extensive
campaign with The Daily Solaria insisting that you are still planning to claim the throne together.
Care to comment?” Portia asked hopefully and I wished I could scream at her and tell her the
truth, that my father was a monster, that he was using the shadows to control Tory, that he used
dark magic daily, that he was allied with the Nymphs, that he planned on taking over the
kingdom and destroying anyone who stood in his way. But I just stood there, my features
schooled, my heart pounding out of rhythm.“Oh, I’m not running for the throne anymore,” Tory
said simply and my heart scrunched up in my chest. She reached out to run her hand up and



down Father’s arm. “I’ve found my true place now.”Portia blinked furiously and Mom carefully
kept her serene expression in place, but there was a dark horror behind her eyes.“By the stars,
so you are officially renouncing your claim to the throne of Solaria?” Portia asked, dollar signs
flashing in her eyes at being the first to get the scoop on this. Hell no. Don’t do this,
Tory.“Absolutely,” Tory said with a weirdly empty smile.“That’s all for tonight, I’m afraid we don’t
want to be late,” Father stepped in as Portia looked fit to burst with questions. “Jenkins will see
you out. Good evening, Portia.”He steered Tory past her and me and Mom hurried to follow,
sharing a worried look. She took my hand, squeezing quickly before releasing it and my heart
swelled a little knowing I had her secretly on my side, even if she couldn’t say it. I just wished I
could take her with me tonight and keep her away from Father forever.The porter was waiting at
the end of the drive with my bag and as we crossed out of the gates together through the wards,
Father tossed stardust into the air and the world spun in a haze of stars.My feet hit solid ground
and I found myself gazing up at the immense gates of Zodiac Academy; the zodiac circle was
engraved at the centre of it, featuring all of the star sign symbols around it. Nerves and
excitement warred inside me as Father huffed out a breath.“They couldn’t even lift the wards for
one night? This school is forgetting who funds it,” he muttered.“Well at least our Xavier will be
safe here,” Mom said in a flat tone, but I knew her words were for me.I’d be safe here from Father.
Once I was inside these gates, he couldn’t easily get to me. Sure, he could summon the living
hell out of me, but that was nowhere near as bad as being hauled out of my bedroom by the
scruff of my neck whenever he was in a bad mood. No, here I would have more freedom than I’d
ever known in my lifetime. I felt a whinny building in my throat and fought the urge to shift, take off
into the sky, circle my new home and let glitter tumble from my flesh. Later, dude. Me and the sky
can get real intimate.A few students were already gathered by the gates, most arriving by cars.
They were hugging their families, saying goodbye and I realised a little bitterly that my father
wasn’t going to go anywhere until the stars awoke my Elements.“Good evening, Lionel,” a deep
voice called and I turned as Tiberius Rigel strode toward us with his wife on his arm and their
daughter following at their heels.Ellis’s hair was dark and thick, framing her strong features
which had a hint of her brother Max in them. I’d spent more than a few dinner parties with her,
but we never got to spend much time together outside of our parents’ watchful eyes. Unlike the
way the Councillors had encouraged the four Heirs to spend time together and bond, they’d
never bothered to encourage a similar relationship between the younger children in the families.
Even if there was technically a chance that any one of us could challenge our older siblings for
their positions one day.No, despite how the system was meant to be fair and we were all
supposed to have an equal shot at claiming the role of Councillor one day, it was more than clear
to all of us that the eldest siblings were never going to be unseated. They’d been Awakened
young and given advanced training in every kind of skill and magic years before even coming to
Zodiac Academy. So even if our power levels were a match to theirs, there was no way any of us
spares would be able to pose a real threat and everyone knew it. Not that I had the slightest
desire to take Darius’s place from him, but the injustice of the system still annoyed me.Ellis



smiled vaguely at me and I smiled back, wondering if she’d ever considered the challenge of
vying for Max’s position worth her time or if she was happy enough in her position too.“Tiberius.”
Lionel nodded to him.Tiberius’s gaze fell to Tory beside him, a look of concern twisting through
his eyes before he quickly schooled it.Father tugged her closer without shame as Tory gave him
that dreamy eyed look again. I had no idea what the other Councillors thought of my father’s new
pet, but from the few looks they’d exchanged at Darius’s birthday party, I had to think they
thought it was weird as shit. The whole kingdom surely thought that too. And anyone who knew
Tory would be able to see it the second they got close. But that was the problem, Father didn’t let
anyone near her. And if he did, he was clearly going to be right there beside her like an
overbearing husband. Ergh. Should not have gone there.Tiberius’s wife Linda looked around, her
nose wrinkled like there was a bad smell under it. She pulled Ellis close, arranging her hair over
her shoulders and her daughter indulged it, smiling serenely at her mother’s affection.“Melinda
and Antonia will be arriving together momentarily,” Tiberius said. “Exciting, isn’t it?”“Quite,” Lionel
said coolly.The air shimmered beyond us and Melinda Altair appeared with her golden hair
tumbling around her shoulders in soft curls and Antonia Capella materialised beside her, her
coppery brown locks pulled up into a chignon bun. They were both wearing fine dresses and I
wouldn’t have been surprised if they’d come from an interview with the press. Behind Melinda
was Caleb’s younger brother Hadley with his sharp jaw and blue eyes as piercing as the rest of
his family’s. His hair was dark though, honey brown and shaved in at the sides. If he was a
Vampire, his Order would emerge the moment his magic did, and I imagined they were
expecting that, just as Father had expected me to be a Dragon. I wondered if he’d receive the
same kind of treatment I’d endured if he turned out to be a Pegasus or something else, or if his
family actually loved him and would accept him no matter what.Beyond Antonia were two of
Seth’s younger siblings. The twins had grown into their looks this past year; Grayson was tall, his
features angular and his eyes dark, his sister Athena was the female mirror image of him, though
she had dark purple streaks running through her wavy hair whereas Grayson’s was a floppy,
brown mess on top of his head. They tickled and shoved each other as they laughed and played,
looking like the Wolves they were. I grinned at them and they grinned back, running over to snare
me in a two sided hug.“Xavier! You’d better take me flying soon,” Athena begged and Grayson
grabbed my face to pull me around to look at him.“Me first, dude,” he insisted and I laughed,
shoving them off and throwing a glance at Father whose right eye was twitching. Dragons didn’t
let anyone ride them, but there was no such law for Pegasuses. Would he expect me to refuse
like a Dragon or would he just accept that my Order lived by different rules? Not that I was going
to ask for his opinion. No doubt he’d make it perfectly clear if he wanted to.Hadley was carefully
positioning his hair as he walked over to join us, but Ellis held back with her family while her
mother whispered something in her ear.“We’ve been placing bets on our second Elements, you
want in Xavier?” Hadley asked with a dark smirk, his eyes drifting to Athena and lingering on her
cleavage peeking out of her fitted blue dress before he looked back at me.“My bet’s on Hadley
being a single Elemental,” Athena taunted him and Hadley scowled.“You’re just jealous that I’m



going to get the best Elements, Athena. Earth and fire.” He pushed his fingers into his hair in a
way designed to draw attention to his bicep, but Athena’s gaze didn’t falter from his face.“Well
unlike you, I don’t want to have the same second Element as my older brother, because I’m not a
little Heir clone. I’m going to have air and water then I’ll make a tornado that sweeps you into a
lake of my own design so I can drown your vain ass in it.”Grayson barked a laugh, bouncing on
his heels. “Maybe I’ll get air and fire and firenado your ass too, Hadley.”Hadley rolled his eyes as
Grayson shoved his arm. “You wish, Gray.”“What do you think you’ll get, Xavier?” Athena turned
to me with a bright smile.I shifted on the tarmac, shrugging. “Honestly, I just can’t wait to have
one Element, let alone-”“Nonsense,” Father boomed, laughing loudly in that fake way he did at
his pretentious parties. He dropped an arm around my shoulders, steering me away from the
others and planting me next to Tory. “Xavier will make us proud as a double Elemental.” His grip
on my shoulders grew painful, like he was warning me to produce two Elements or I’d be gutted.
But what did he expect me to do? I couldn’t pluck extra Elements out of my ass if I didn’t have
them. It was up to the stars what I was gifted tonight.“What do you think you’ll get, Ellis?”
Grayson bounded over to her like a dog who’d just been let off its leash, apparently having no
awareness of her standoffish stance as he slung an arm around her and nuzzled into her
hair.She growled, shoving him off. “I don’t know, Grayson.”“She’ll have water and air, just like
Max,” her mother said firmly, elbowing Tiberius who quickly chimed in to agree.“Yes, yes, most
likely,” he agreed, smiling proudly.“Are you gonna pick Aer House then, because your big brother
doesn’t like you stepping on his toes, does he?” Grayson taunted and she rolled her eyes at him
as he tried to paw at her again.“I’ll go wherever I fancy,” she said with a cool smile and Grayson
barked another laugh.The gates suddenly opened and my heart beat powerfully in my chest as
a tall woman appeared with her dark hair pulled into a bun. I’d seen enough pictures of her to
know this was Principal Nova. She’d been especially helpful to my Father lately. Mom had told
me she’d sent a letter promising to keep an eye on me while I was here. I mean, it wasn’t exactly
a surprise to me that Father had the staff under his control considering he pumped Zodiac full of
gold whenever the school board asked, but I still didn’t like the idea of being watched. This was a
big school though and there was no way she’d be able to keep an eye on me twenty-four seven.
And just the idea of being able to go about my day without a Dragon Lord breathing down my
neck was like fifty million times better than my previous circumstances, so I was calling it a
win.Beside Nova was a woman with flowing raven hair and pale skin; she was dressed in long
black robes, looking like some sort of medieval witch. She gazed at my father and the other
Councillors with respect, but something in her eyes told me she wasn’t exactly thrilled they were
here. Her gaze fell on Tory and a squeak of horror left her as she took an abrupt step toward her.
“My dear, are you quite well?”“Quite well,” Tory echoed and the professor pulled at her own hair,
glancing at Father and quickly schooling her expression again.“Good evening High Councillors,”
Nova said brightly, ushering an entourage forward to take all of our bags from us – or our porters
anyway. “We are absolutely thrilled to welcome your children to Zodiac Academy.”There were like
two hundred other kids waiting behind us but whatever.“Professor Zenith will be conducting their



Awakening as usual,” Nova went on. “And we thought it might be apt for the five of them to be
gifted by the stars before the rest of the students.”“Oh, that’s really not necessary,” Antonia said
cheerily and Melinda nodded.“I think it would be appropriate,” Father said firmly, directing Nova
and Zenith to start walking ahead of us, taking charge.We followed them through campus and
Tory drifted along at my side, seeming disinterested in anything but occasionally gazing wistfully
at my father. I frowned at her, wishing I could do something to help her, but as she met my gaze, I
could see she was hardly even there. Was Father going to allow her to come back to the
academy this year?The thought of her having been stuck alone in the manor with him all
summer was awful. But it wasn’t like I’d been able to get near her, and Darius certainly hadn’t.
Shit, what could anyone even do at this point?We wound along through the beautiful campus
under the light of the stars and the mutters coming from the crowd of freshman behind us said
we were the talk of the night. Grayson kept throwing flirtatious looks at the group of fangirls at his
and Hadley’s heels. Come to think of it, there were a bunch of girls pointing at me and
whispering too. Heat blazed along my neck and I turned back to face the way we were going
before I tripped over my own feet or some shit.We reached a sweeping meadow full of tall grass
and Nova directed the rest of the freshman to wait by the trees before leading me, Tory, the
Councillors and their kids down to the centre of the field.My heart lifted at the sight of the Heirs
waiting for us there. Darius, Max, Seth and Caleb were dressed in smart suits, watching us
closely as we approached. I could see their lips moving and Caleb’s hand curling around
Darius’s arm as my brother stared at Tory. The tension in his posture made my chest ache, and
he gave Caleb a firm nod even though the action seemed to cause him pain. They were clearly
talking within a silencing bubble, but the second we got close enough, they disbanded it and all
moved forward to greet their families.Darius pulled me into a hug, speaking in a low voice in my
ear. “This is your night, Xavier. Enjoy it.”I smiled at him as he released me, but my smile started
to die as his gaze moved to Tory again and she acted like he was invisible. It hurt me to see the
two of them like this. Wasn’t being Star Crossed enough? Now my father had to do this to them
too? It wasn’t right. Sometimes I didn’t have any faith in the stars. It was hard to accept they were
ever on our side when all I saw from fate these days was bullshit.“Let’s begin,” Zenith said
brightly.My heart thrashed against my ribcage as she directed the five of us to stand in a circle
and our parents and Tory stood back behind us. It was easier to concentrate when my father was
no longer in sight and I smiled at Hadley across from me who smirked like a cocky
asshole.Zenith stepped between us as Nova moved away to watch and Athena and Grayson
grabbed my hands on either side of me.“That’s it, hold hands all of you,” Zenith said, her eyes
sweeping over us with an assessing gaze.Ellis and Hadley clasped hands then took hold of the
twins’ hands too so we were all linked in a circle.“It is my greatest pleasure to Awaken your
Elements tonight,” Zenith announced. “Now please tilt your heads towards the sky as it is time for
the stars to bring forth your inner power.”I dropped my head back, a shit eating grin pulling at my
mouth because holy fuck, I was about to get my magic at long last. I wouldn’t be totally
indefensible anymore. I’d be able to learn and get strong and maybe help my brother and his



friends against the asshole of a Dragon who called himself my father.The stars above were
endlessly bright and glittered like a million eyes watching the world unfold below them. I could
feel their power thrumming in the air, injecting my veins with a rush of exhilaration. They might
have been dicks, but they were going to do at least one good thing for me tonight.“Virtus aquae
invocabo!” Zenith cried up to them.The air fell still and I stopped breathing as I waited, tension
gripping the atmosphere as silence fell around me. Then water droplets dotted my cheeks and I
laughed as the swell of my water Element crashed into my limbs, running through my body like
an overflowing lake.Ellis laughed and a sound of excited clapping came from behind me.“That’s
my girl!” Ellis’s mom cried and Tiberius cheered.“Wonderful, you two have the Element of water,”
Zenith announced.“Guess you won’t be drowning me then, Athena,” Hadley taunted her and she
pouted.I drew in a breath as the magic in me swirled like a whirlpool. I was a double Elemental.
No doubt about it. My star sign was linked to fire so I would have the same Elements as my
brother after all. I couldn’t wait.“Everyone focus on the sky. Rogo vim aeris!” Zenith called to the
heavens.Grayson and Athena’s hair gusted in a wind I couldn’t feel and they whooped
excitedly.“Wonderful, your air Element has Awakened in you both,” Zenith told the twins and I
grinned as they both squeezed my hands. “Invoco virtutem ignis!”Heat flared at my feet and I
grinned as I looked down at the fire tearing around me in a circle.“Fuck yes!” Hadley whooped as
fire blazed around him too. I grinned as I spotted the fangs in his mouth and the look of bloodlust
peering from his eyes as his Order Emerged.The Heirs all started cheering behind me and a grin
stretched across my face that felt permanent. I was free, I’d soon be learning how to wield my
power at the academy I’d dreamed of attending my entire life. This day was starting to rival my
first flight as a Pegasus.“Wonderful, Xavier,” Mom’s voice reached me.My chest swelled as the
Elemental heat spread through my body, warming every inch of me and a sense of real power
thrummed in my chest.“Oh shit.” Hadley’s eyes turned dark and he gasped, lunging at Zenith
who promptly offered her arm to him like she’d seen this happen a thousand times. His fangs
sank into her flesh and he drank deeply from her to sate his bloodlust. He finally tugged his
fangs free, grinning satisfactorily as he stepped back to re-join the circle.“You have the gift of fire,
Xavier Acrux and Hadley Altair,” Zenith announced and I felt everyone else’s eyes on me as no
one else had yet received a second Element. But earth was last so Hadley would definitely have
it as he was a Virgo and the others would surely have it too. I looked back at the sky once more
as Zenith cried out her final command to the stars. “Rogo vim terrae!”I looked down, watching as
grass grew up around Hadley’s legs, curling hungrily along his body. The same was happening
to the twins and they laughed excitedly as they whooped. I glanced at Ellis, seeking the same,
but there was nothing there and it took me a second to realise she was staring back at me with
utter horror in her eyes. Something tickled my hand and I dropped my gaze to it, my heart
lurching in complete disbelief as I found the grass coiling up around my body too.“Holy shit,” I
breathed.“He has three Elements!” Mom gasped and I turned my head to look at my family.
Father’s eyes were wide, a look of pride filling them that I’d never seen aimed at me in my damn
life.“My son has three Elements!” he laughed, clapping his hands twice in quick succession and



heat crawled into my cheeks. I still hated the asshole, but maybe I was a sucker because now he
was looking at me the way I’d always wanted him too and it felt really fucking good.Darius was
smiling his head off and the other Heirs looked awestruck. It felt so strange being the centre of
attention after so long being locked up, hidden away and ignored. But I quite liked it too.Tiberius
started consoling his wife who’d broken down in tears and my heart hurt for Ellis as a noise of
fury left her. She only had one Element, and it had to suck seeing us all gain more power than
her. Max snorted, barely concealing a laugh and the other Heirs dove on him, the four of them
suddenly tussling and cheering. But it was hard to focus on anything except the look in my
father’s eyes. The way he saw me as someone of value for the first time in my life. My gut
suddenly lurched and my happiness over that fact ebbed away as I realised what it meant.I
cursed the stars for this and their continued fuckery, because as much as I’d wanted my power,
all I’d really wanted was a life without my father paying me any attention. But now he would watch
me closer than ever, keep me under his heel, ensure this was splashed through every
newspaper in Solaria. And I realised with a horrible, confining certainty, that I was never truly
going to be free.I woke up with a groan, my Atlas alarm telling me it was time to move. But no
matter how much of a morning person I was, nothing could make me want to get up today. I’d
only gotten three hours sleep since we’d been out hunting Nymphs half the night.A weight
shifted on my bed and my hands slipped into soft fur as I rolled towards the comforting heat of
the body beside me. Seth’s Wolf form was damn huge, but he still managed to somehow fit in my
single bed and leave me with enough room to breathe. I hadn’t asked him to stay with me, but I
also hadn’t asked him to keep me company at the palace all summer and he often had. All the
Heirs had.Another groan in the room told me we weren’t alone and I cracked my eyes open,
peering through a swathe of white fur to where Max was passed out by the window in a nest of
blankets. I snorted at him as he pushed himself up onto his elbows.“Why didn’t you go back to
your room when Darius and Caleb left?” I asked through a yawn as I sat up.“I was gonna, but
then I touched this blanket and it was so soft. What’s it made of, fucking clouds?” Max brushed
his fingers up and down it. “Anyway, I made this nest like some sort of Tiberian Rat and camped
here. So…this blanket is mine now, yes?”I blew out a breath of amusement. “Sure, take it.”Seth
was still dead to the world, laying upside down with his furry head crammed between the
mattress and the wall and his tongue lolling out. Ridiculous mutt.We’d stayed here talking last
night after the Nymph hunt, trying to come up with new ways to save Tory, new ways to destroy
Lionel, but what had been on all of our minds was Xavier. He had three freaking Elements. And
from what the Heirs had said, Lionel was happy as hell about it. But as pleased as I was for
Xavier, anything that made Lionel happy was just another kick in the teeth.I’d been heartbroken
to find out that Tory had been at his Awakening too. Right on campus. And now she was gone
again and I didn’t know how to reach her. Going on the Nymph hunt had been what all of us had
needed to keep our minds off of things. The problem was, no distraction ever lasted. It had been
bad enough waiting for the Heirs to finish hazing all the freshmen before we left; it had served to
remind me of my first night at Zodiac, and made me miss Tory something fierce.I picked up our



latest Tarot card from Astrum which was sitting on my nightstand, twisting it between my fingers.
The words seek the fallen hunter gazed up at me in shimmering silver letters. As Orion’s name
was the constellation of The Hunter, Darius had spoken to him about the card. They’d guessed it
might have something to do with Orion’s dad and the diary he’d been gifted from him. Not that
Orion had made any progress with decoding it as far as I’d heard. I never spoke with him directly,
but Darius kept me updated. And I guessed that was the new normal. Living as though he was
wholly separate to me, like he’d never owned my heart, like I’d never pledged to love him no
matter what.My chest ached at the thought of term starting today without Tory. The summer had
been long and painful and I’d had to find ways to harden my heart against all of that. The loss of
Orion, then losing Tory after had nearly broken me. But the one thing I’d found to hold onto
amongst it all in the end was a purpose. I would do whatever was in my power to destroy Lionel
and ensure he never sat his hateful ass on the throne. And I’d rip my sister out of his control and
burn the shadows out of her too. Just as soon as I figured out how.I’d been practising on Darius
for months, but no matter what I did, I couldn’t seem to work out how I’d rid myself of the
shadows. Seth had been dying, Clara had been about to kill us all. It was hard to replicate those
circumstances, but Darius had been willing to try anything. It just hadn’t worked yet. But it would.
And as soon as I could do it to him, I could do it to Tory and Xavier and…Orion.My heart yanked
and pulled in several directions and I pushed out of bed, not willing to stay there and drown in
the misery lurking in my soul for a single second longer.“Geraldine’s arriving this morning,” I told
Max and his brows arched, his excitement clear before he shrugged and ran a hand over his
hair, playing it cool, like he didn’t bring her up at every given opportunity. He’d grown out the
mohawk recently, his hair short all over and giving him a more mature look.“So?” he asked,
getting to his feet and stretching his muscular arms above his head. He’d stripped down to his
boxers which had schools of fish swimming across the navy material and I smirked.“She’ll like
those,” I teased then slipped into the bathroom and shut the door.I stripped out of my pyjamas,
showering and washing my dark blue hair, wondering for the millionth time if I should just dye it
red or green or strip it all out and go dark again. But whenever I bought new dye, I couldn’t make
myself go through with it. It wasn’t about Orion. Screw Orion. But there was still something
holding me back. Maybe I didn’t want to let go of the girl I’d been before the two people I loved
most in the world had been ripped away from me. But perhaps it was time I accepted that girl
was dead and buried, this new version of me fitted with a heart that lived in a fortress and who
hungered to take the throne to ensure Lionel never got his hands on it.The Heirs had been
helping to train me up in combat, but nothing could beat the education I was gaining at Zodiac to
really become powerful. Some things took time. And I needed to be here so I could continue
fighting for my sister. I’ll find a way to free you from the shadows, Tor, just hold on.“See you at
breakfast, little Vega!” Max called through the bathroom door as he left.“See you,” I called back,
tearing my gaze away from the mirror at last. I liked my hair dammit, so why should I change it?
The new me could give it a new meaning. It didn’t have to be anything to do with him anymore.
Like he said, blue meant royal in Solaria. “And to me, blue means you.”Get out of my head.I



wrapped a towel around myself, pushing the door open and cursed as I found Seth lying just
where he had been before only now he’d shifted, so his naked ass was planted on my bed and
his junk was in full view.“Seth!” I snapped, snatching a pillow from the nest Max had been
sleeping in and slapping it down on his dick to hide it.He bolted upright with a doggish yelp,
snatching my wrist before I could draw away.“Balls,” he wheezed. “How dare you?”“If you don’t
like covering up your dick then maybe you should sleep in your own bed sometime.” I arched a
brow at him and he cocked his head, giving me the puppy dog eyes.“But you need me,” he
said.“I don’t need you, Seth,” I laughed but he gave me a serious look.“You talk in your sleep
these days, you know? You’re all ‘help me Sethy, come hug my cute ass. Oh ravish me, Sethy,
ravish me!’”“Yeah, right.” I moved to my closet, taking out my uniform and sighing as I ran my
fingers over the crest on the blazer. My throat closed up as I thought of Tory. She should be here.
I don’t want to do this without her.The ache in me over her loss was like a knife twisting in my gut.
I never felt whole anymore. Without her, I was half a girl. We were meant to be together. It was
how it had always been and always should be.“See,” Seth said darkly. “Whenever your mind
drifts it’s onto her, or him. That’s who you really talk about in your sleep.”“We don’t talk about
him,” I muttered.“I know, but…that doesn’t mean you’re okay.”“I’m fine,” I growled. “It’s done, I’m
over it.”“Pfft,” he scoffed and I rounded on him as fire prickled along my veins.“Oooh you’re
getting the flamey eyes.” He chuckled, getting out of bed and casually dropping the pillow before
tugging his boxers on. “You must be really thinking about him today.”“Stop it,” I snarled, but he
was right. I’d dreamed of him again, holding me, kissing me, not betraying me. You know, all the
good stuff. Shame he had to ruin it.“Darcy,” he said gently. “You know you can talk to me about
him, you don’t have to bottle it up.”I shook my head, the wound over Orion begging to split open
in me again, but fuck that.“How about I tell you a secret in exchange for one of yours?” he offered
enticingly and I frowned, gesturing for him to turn around so I could get dressed. He did so and I
figured what the hell, that offer was too intriguing to ignore.“Go on then, tell me,” I said.“Swear
you’ll tell me yours after,” he said firmly.“Fine,” I agreed. “Now go on.”“You can’t tell anyone,” he
said in a growl and I became even more intrigued.“I swear it on the stars and all that jazz.”“I
might have to actually make you swear it on them in a minute,” he said in a low tone.“Sure.” I
pulled on my underwear before running a hand through my damp hair to dry it with air
magic.“Okay so…I have this crush. It’s a really secret crush.”“God you’re gonna start talking
about the moon again aren’t you?” I said in exasperation. Ever since he’d visited the damn moon
over the summer, he wouldn’t shut up about it. Like he was some sort of moon wizard now. I
mean yeah, it had been cool to hear about it when he’d first gotten back, but four weeks on and
the shine had kind of worn off of his moon stories.He chuckled. “No, but that reminds me of
when I was on the moon and I stuck my dick in a moon hole. I have literally fucked the moon.”“I
know,” I said exaggeratedly, laughing as I tugged on my skirt. “And you have literally told me
every detail.”“Right yeah, well anyways, it’s not about my moon crush. It’s another
crush.”“Okay…” I waited as I pulled on my shirt, but he didn’t go on. “Seth?”“It’s kind of a big
deal.”“Every crush you have is a big deal, you had a crush on a cookie the other day and didn’t



eat it for like eight hours.”“The chocolate chips were arranged into the shape of a dick!” he
defended himself and I snorted. “Anyway, this isn’t like that.”“What is it like?” I pressed, pulling on
my blazer before grabbing some knee high socks and sitting on the edge of the bed to roll them
on. Seth glanced over his shoulder at me then turned around fully when he realised I was
dressed.“It’s like…a crush on my friend,” he said coyly and I swear if he’d been a Wolf right then
his ears would be flattened to his head all cute like.“Oh yeah?” I frowned.“Yeah… Caleb to be
exact,” he said shyly and my lips popped open.“No way,” I gasped.“Way,” he said with a lopsided
smile. “I mean, I always thought he was hot but lately, I dunno…” he ran a hand through his
unruly long hair and I jumped up and hugged him.“That’s so perfect. Have you told
him?”“Perfect?” he scoffed. “It’s very imperfect actually on account of the fact that he’s straight.
So obviously I haven’t told him. And if you breathe a word in his direction, babe, I will spank your
ass red.”I laughed. “I won’t.” I offered him my pinky and hooked it around his. “Promise. But you
should tell him despite all that shit.”“Nah.” He waved me off, but I gave him an intent look.“Seth
Capella, life is not guaranteed and with the shit we do most nights, you will regret it if anything
happens to him and you don’t get the chance to tell him the truth.”“We won’t die,” he said with a
shrug. “We’re the Heirs and the Savage Princess. Darcy and the dudebros. Wolfman, Bitey C,
Fish Fury, Dragzilla, and the Phoen Dream.”“Okay firstly, never call us those things again, and
secondly, we’re not immortal, Seth. Just…don’t take this time for granted, okay?” I implored. “You
never know when the world could just be pulled out from under your feet.” My heart knotted up in
my throat and I took a shaky breath.Seth stepped forward, brushing a lock of hair behind my ear
with a whine. “We’re gonna be okay.”“I don’t know that anymore,” I admitted. “I used to think
everything would just work out one way or another, but now…” I dropped his gaze, trying to
ignore the void living inside me, but it was a hungry thing. Sometimes it felt like it was going to
consume everything inside me and leave me hollow. If it wasn’t for the will to save my sister and
my desire to see Lionel brought to his knees, I was sure it would have done so already.Seth
gripped my chin, tilting my head up to look him in the eyes. His irises were deep and earthy
brown, full of a hope and positivity I hadn’t felt in a long time. Looking at him pulled on some
instinctual piece of my soul these days. I’d always felt a connection to Seth, but I’d never really
understood why that was when he’d been treating me cruelly. Now, my enemy had somehow
become someone I deeply cared about. And though there was still an echo of hurt that lived
between us, my hate was now saved for someone much more worthy of it in Solaria. “You owe
me the truth, babe. And you’re not walking out of this room until you give it to me.”“I could just put
you on your ass, Capella,” I warned and he smirked.“Just try me.” He gnashed his teeth together
and I blew out a breath, knocking his hand away from my face. “So what’s your truth? What are
you really feeling after all this time away from Professor Dipshit?”I didn’t walk away like I wanted
to. I had made a promise after all. So I swallowed thickly, holding his gaze. “The truth is, I’ll
probably dream about Lance for the rest of my life. I’ll miss him and long for him, but when I wake
up, I’ll continue as if he was never here. Because that’s what he asked for when he betrayed me.
And now he’s gone, he’ll never get back in. No one will. I just can’t trust anyone anymore.”“You



don’t trust me?” Seth whimpered.“No. There’s only one person I trust in this world and she’s
currently being held by a monster. But as soon as I have her back, I’ll keep her close and that’ll
be enough.”Seth reached for me but I knocked his hand away again, hating the look of pain in
his eyes or the way I felt that pain scrape up the centre of my being.“It won’t be enough,” he
breathed sadly and I set my jaw, ignoring the agonising hole in my chest that agreed with him.“It
will,” I growled, stepping past him, grabbing my bag and hooking my Atlas off the nightstand
before pushing out the door.Seth followed me out into the hall in his underwear, abandoning the
rest of his clothes in my room. I swear if he started trying to keep stuff in my drawers again like
he had at the palace he was going to get a dick punch instead of a pillow slap next time.My gaze
shifted to Diego’s old room across the corridor and my stomach clenched, a burning sense of
grief driving through me before I forced myself to look away again. I didn’t know what had
happened to his stuff, but his room had been emptied out and there was no trace of him left
behind. Some freshman had probably moved in there last night and it would soon be like he’d
never existed. Fae died all the time in Solaria, so it wasn’t like there would even be a lot of
questions about him. I’d told Sofia and Geraldine over the summer. They knew everything now. I
didn’t see the point in keeping it from them, and frankly, with Lionel on the rise I’d rather they
were prepared to face whatever might come their way.Geraldine had been distraught and had
announced that she would note him down as the first official A.S.S. casualty to die in the War of
the Reborn. When I’d asked her what the hell that was, she’d said it was going to be the official
name for the fight for the throne which would be remembered by historians for all of time. She
also said we’d only just begun to tell the tale of our rise to power. It seemed insane to me, but
she was keeping official records ‘for posterity’ whether I liked it or not and I knew better than to
try and change Geraldine’s mind when she’d decided on something.We made it to the stairs
where we paused to say goodbye, but as Seth leaned in to hug me, a noise of anguish met my
ears. I frowned, glancing up the stairway, spotting Kylie there in her uniform, her lips parted in
shock and her eyes full of betrayal as she gazed between us. I remembered her on the stand in
court, spitting vicious lies about me and Orion and venom seeped through my blood.“So you’re
officially together now?” she demanded, her lower lip quivering.“Did you hear something?” Seth
mused and I turned away from Kylie with a shrug.“Nope, must have been the wind,” I said. “See
you later.”“Bye babe,” he purred in a voice designed to taunt Kylie and I heard her pleading with
him to stop shunning her as he walked upstairs.My Atlas buzzed in my pocket and I found that
my name had been mentioned in a news article entitled Roxanya Vega Renounces Her Claim on
the Throne.My heart stopped working, my lungs decompressed. As I stepped out of the door at
the bottom of Aer Tower, several lost-looking freshmen bumped into me while I just gaped at the
screen, a voice screaming No! in my head.I clicked on the article, knowing I was going to regret
it, but I had to know. Oh my god, what has she done?Roxanya (Tory) Vega has spoken last night
in an exclusive interview with The Celestial Times renouncing her claim to the throne of Solaria
and aligning herself fully with High Lord Lionel Acrux. The Vega princess openly distanced
herself from her sister Gwendalina (Darcy) earlier this year after it emerged that a feud between



the two of them had sent them spiralling down different paths.After rumours of Gwendalina
setting fire to Stella Orion’s house surfaced in July, her growing instability became apparent.
Was this a vicious attack on Lance Orion’s mother in retaliation for Stella’s interview which
stated that her son was better off in prison than with a Vega? Perhaps we’ll never know. (See
page 23 for more information on the Orion/Vega scandal and an interview from Honey Highspell
who claims Lance Orion is a victim of a dark Vega plot).All in all, it seems Roxanya had no
choice but to break away from her own flesh and blood stating that Gwendalina was both
‘volatile’, ‘temperamental’, and ‘aggressive’ towards her in the following months.Witnesses who
attend Zodiac Academy with Gwendalina have confirmed that she has been hoping to make a
bid for the throne independently for quite some time, savagely cutting herself off from her sister
in the process. Roxanya bravely took a stance to distance herself from Gwendalina and is now
keeping company with the Acruxes. Some are naming this move as both honourable and
respectful to the Councillors who have ruled Solaria peacefully since the times of the Savage
King.It is unlikely that Gwendalina will ever fulfil her dreams of taking over the kingdom, but it
cannot be ruled out. We must simply pray that she wouldn’t follow in the violent footsteps of her
ruthless father if she ever-I stopped reading, my blood pumping hot and fast through my veins as
I stuffed my Atlas away and released an honest to shit growl. I stalked my way to The Orb,
fuming at what Lionel had made Tory do. He was twisting everything, making out that she
wanted him, that she’d chosen him over me. It was sick. I wanted to tear his goddamn head off
for it.Fire flared hotter under my skin as my Phoenix reared its head, desperate to be unleashed.
A flash of movement in my periphery made me flinch and fire burst to life in my palms as Caleb
slowed to a halt beside me.“Woah, chill sweetheart. I guess you saw the article?” he asked and I
put out the flames.“Yeah,” I snarled. “How dare that asshole do that to her, he had no right.”He
frowned sadly. “We’ll fix it. We’ll get her back.”“We’ve been saying that for months,” I said, my
breaths coming heavily and I cast a quick silencing bubble around us. “Even if I could burn the
shadows out of her, how are we supposed to get near her?”Caleb pushed his fingers into his
curly blonde hair with a sigh. “Darius can get us inside his house.”“So what? She’s locked
somewhere we can’t reach her. And even if we knew where she was being kept, I doubt we
could get near her without setting off a ward or – or-” I shook my head in dismay.We’d been over
it all before anyway. We weren’t getting near her unless Lionel chose it. And that truth was
unbearable.Caleb knocked his arm against mine and I looked up at him with a sad smile.“We
won’t give up on her,” I breathed and he nodded seriously.“Never.”“Maybe Gabriel will see
more?” Caleb said, his voice heavy. Gabriel had come to me over the summer after inviting all of
the Heirs and Geraldine to the palace, announcing it was time to tell them the truth. They’d
proved their friendship to the Vegas, and we’d entrusted them with our secret. That Gabriel was
mine and Tory’s brother. And he was the son of the greatest Seer of the century.“I hope so,” I
sighed and he gave me an encouraging smile, though there was a darkness in his eyes that
spoke of his doubts too. With Clara and the Nymphs keeping Lionel’s movements hidden, it was
impossible for Gabriel to see anything tangible that might help us save Tory. Especially with her



so far away, lost to the shadows. Darius said we couldn’t use the shadows to spy on Lionel
anymore either because Clara could sense it. It was infuriating.I disbanded my silencing bubble
as we walked up to The Orb and Caleb opened the door, letting me head inside first. The place
was packed and freshmen were clustering together in groups, looking wide-eyed and
unprepared - which I imagined was exactly how I’d looked when I’d started here too. Plenty of
them glanced our way, nudging each other and whispering. My gaze snagged on the group of
the Heirs’ siblings holding court at a table beyond the Heirs’ red couch. Xavier wasn’t among
them though and I frowned as I hunted for him before my view was blocked by Geraldine
climbing onto the A.S.S. table with two bagels clutched in her hands.“My lady!” She strode over
the table, sending bagels flying everywhere as she used Justin Masters’ head to help her climb
down on this side then ran towards me like a runaway train.I laughed as she collided with me,
hugging her tight, the scent of butter and fresh coffee hanging around her.“See you later, Darcy.”
Caleb shot off to get some coffee as I was crushed into Geraldine’s large breasts, wheezing as
she squeezed the air out of me.“It’s good to see you too, Geraldine,” I rasped.She pressed me
back, looking me over then burst into tears, covering her eyes and turning away from me with a
wail. “Oh mangos on a merry-go-round you’re so broken, I can’t bear it. Your homologous half,
your synonymous sibling, your tantamount twin – gone! There has never been such woe as this.
To see you here alone, walking through the door of destiny which leads you down a separate
path to hers. It is a travesty!”“Shh.” I patted her back, feeling eyes on us from all around. “We’ll
work it out.”Geraldine wailed, spinning on her heels to look at me again, her eyes red and her
face blotchy. “That diabolical, dastard of a Dragoon! I would give him what for alright. I’d pluck his
eyes out and fry them up in a funnel cake!”I steered her back toward our table where the A.S.S.
all looked concerned. Justin rose from his seat, wrapping her in a hug and she sobbed loudly
against his shoulder.“It’s alright, Grussy,” he cooed.I looked to Sofia and Tyler across the table,
their brows pinched in worry as I mouthed a hey to them.“The fuck?” Max appeared, shoving
Justin away from Geraldine and gripping her cheeks in a punishing hold. “Why are you
crying?”“Get off of me, you heinous halibut,” she demanded, pushing him away and sniffling as
she pulled herself together. “Now go back to your salmon pond and leave me be.” She shooed
him away then walked off around the table with her chin held high before dropping back into her
seat.Justin dusted off his shoulders like Max had left a mark on his clothes, pushing his fingers
into his blonde hair and puffing his chest up as he tried to appear as big as the Heir he was
foolishly facing off with. “Don’t you tell Grussy what to do,” he said firmly, planting his hands on
his hips. “I won’t stand for it.”“Oh yeah?” Max snarled, squaring up to him. “And what are you
gonna do about it?” He lifted his chin, emphasising his several inches of height on Justin and to
his credit, Justin didn’t flinch.“Perhaps I’ll write a strongly worded letter to your father,” Justin said
haughtily.“Oh do sit down you valiant woodlouse!” Geraldine cried to Justin. “I appreciate the
sentiment, but I am quite capable of sending strong words directly to this cantankerous cuttlefish
myself.”Justin dropped into his seat with a pout, but Geraldine patted his hand and his
expression softened a little.Max grumbled something under his breath and walked away to the



Heirs’ couch. I slipped into my seat as chatter broke out around the room again. Plenty of
silencing bubbles went up and it wasn’t hard to guess what they were all talking about.“Did you
see the article?” I asked Sofia and she nodded sadly while Tyler looked pissed as hell. He’d put
on about twenty pounds of muscle over the summer and his hair was now dirty blonde all over,
floppy and glinting with silver glitter.“My mom will run something in The Daily Solaria to counter
it,” Tyler promised. “We can do another interview.”I nodded as I picked at a bagel. I’d been putting
out as many interviews as I could to try and counter the damage Lionel was doing with Tory, but
the plain fact was, all signs pointed to his version of the truth. If we could only expose him for
using dark magic and harbouring the shadows then maybe my efforts would be worthwhile, but
doing that could possibly mean dragging Darius, Tory and Orion down with them, which I was
never going to risk.I pushed a piece of the bagel into my mouth as I sighed. I was on strict orders
to eat three meals a day from Darius after he’d figured out I’d been using healing magic to skip
meals back in August. Food just didn’t taste of anything these days, but I also knew there was no
sense in depriving myself either. I needed to be strong enough to keep fighting the Nymphs, to
go after my enemies.I’d put back on the weight I’d lost when Orion went to prison, but I was all
defined abs and muscle tone now considering half my time was spent either training for combat
or in combat.There was nothing quite like destroying members of Lionel’s Nymph army to ease
some of the tension living in me. It was kind of frightening how easy killing them came to me
these days. After Diego’s death, I knew they weren’t all soulless monsters. But the ones we
faced were wholly team Lionel. And I didn’t feel guilty about burning them up in my Phoenix
flames or watching as the Heirs destroyed them with the weapons I’d gifted them. Combining
Dragon and Phoenix fire caused one helluva pretty bonfire too.There were stories being told
about the Nymph hunters in the news. The FIB were looking for information on them i.e. us.
Some people whispered excitedly about the vigilantes out to save the world, others claimed they
were a secret division of the FIB and others claimed we were a bunch of foolish idiots who would
end up dead on the end of a Nymph probe one of these days and would only end up making the
Nymphs more powerful when they stole our magic. It was illegal as shit what we were doing. But
I didn’t care. None of us did. We had to kill as many of them as we could to try and land a hit on
Lionel that really mattered before it was too late. The FIB weren’t doing nearly enough to strike
back against the Nymphs whenever they attacked and we all suspected they were being fed
false information by Lionel and Stella as they secretly aided them. We’d even put in several
anonymous tips to the FIB suggesting Nymphs had been sighted near Stella’s house and it
hadn’t once been raided. Fucking Lionel.So we took our job to go up against them seriously and
took out whatever small groups of them that we could find. Barely a night had slipped by over the
summer that we hadn’t gone after them, but now we were back at school I didn’t think it was
going to be as easy. I had to concentrate on my studies, advance my magic. It was crucial.Tyler
suddenly tensed up and released an aggressive, horse-like snort and I frowned at him in
surprise.“You okay, Ty?” I asked and he lifted an arm, dropping it around Sofia’s shoulders and
yanking her closer.“Hey,” Sofia snapped as she lost her grip on a bagel and it went bouncing



back onto her plate, but Tyler didn’t look at her.I followed his gaze to the door. Xavier Acrux had
just walked in, his dark hair messy and his expression saying he was out of his depth. A group of
girls dove from their seats nearby, crowding around him asking for autographs and his eyes
widened before he nodded and started signing anything they thrust under his nose.“He got three
Elements, did you hear?” Angelica said as she dropped down beside Geraldine with a cup of
coffee.“Yeah and he chose Ignis House,” Sofia said, her cheeks turning rosy.“He’s in your
house?” Tyler balked and she shrugged, making him snort angrily again.“Um, Tyler, what’s going
on with the snorting?” I asked before pushing another piece of bagel into my mouth.He tore his
eyes off of Xavier and looked to me with a pout. “I hoofed down Davros and Brutus yesterday.
They arrived on campus early and I beat their asses in Pegasus form. I’m officially the Dom of
our herd now.” He lifted his chin, holding Sofia tighter.“Which means I’m his now,” she explained,
looking at him with a proud smile that said she didn’t mind that so much, but then her eyes flitted
back across the room to Xavier and I suspected there was something else going on here. “But
Xavier Acrux is like…serious Dom material.”“He’s gonna fucking challenge me, I just know it.
And I only just became Dom. I got one day and now mini-Acrux is gonna try and take it from me.”
Tyler stamped his foot under the table and I bit my lip to hold a laugh back. I swear I was never
going to get used to the ways of all the Orders.I glanced back over my shoulder just as Xavier
broke free of his fan club and his eyes met mine. I waved and his expression brightened as he
started heading toward us.“Oh my stars, he’s looking at Sofia,” Angelica squeaked.“Quiet
Angelica, we mustn’t interfere with the ways of their magnificent kind,” Geraldine whispered loud
enough for everyone to hear, holding her breath as she gazed from Xavier to Sofia then
Tyler.Xavier reached our table and no one said anything which was super awkward so I smiled at
him encouragingly. “Congratulations on your Elements, Xavier. How’s it going so far?”“It’s pretty
fucking sweet,” he said, his eyes flicking from Sofia to Tyler and the tension in the air almost
made my ears pop.“Hey Sofia,” he said, smiling awkwardly then nodding to Tyler. “Hey man, I’m
Xavier.”“Tyler,” he replied, assessing him. “You’ll be looking for a herd, I suppose?”“Yeah, I
guess.” Xavier shrugged, scratching the back of his head. “Anyways um…see you around?” He
was looking directly at Sofia again and I couldn’t help but smile as she turned scarlet.“Yeah, we’ll
catch up soon,” she promised.“Great.” He nodded to me and headed away to join the other
Heirs’ siblings.Max and Caleb were sitting on the back of their couch as they spoke to them and
I suddenly realised how absent the place was of key H.O.R.E.S like Mildred and Marguerite. It
was pretty damn nice actually.“Do you know him or something?” Tyler asked Sofia with a frown
and Sofia cast a silencing bubble before the two of them started having a tense discussion.I
shared a look with Geraldine who cleared her throat loudly, waving her hand and casting a fog of
water that surrounded them too, cutting them off from sight. Subtle.My gaze drifted to where
Diego used to sit, his spot now filled by some new A.S.S. member. My heart rose into my throat
and I quietly cursed the stars over his death. I didn’t have his hat which he’d told me to take; it
was almost certainly somewhere in the woods at Stella Orion’s house, but getting in there would
be all but impossible now with the Nymphs guarding it. And whatever secrets lay with it were lost



unless we could figure out how to reach it.It had been hard to focus on anything else but Tory
over the summer and how Orion was rotting in a jail cell. It was like the stars had cast all of our
fates to ruin in one fell swoop and laughed as they watched the shattered pieces fall. Now all the
Heirs and I could do was try to pick up the pieces and find a way to fix what had been broken.
But sometimes that seemed like an insurmountable task. And it weighed on my heart like a
tonne of lead.As always, when my mind drifted, I started spiralling into the pit of despair that
lived inside me. So I cut myself off from it once more and forced the pain away. If there was one
thing this whole shit storm had taught me, it was that tears saved nobody and dwelling on
regrets was as useful as cutting my own hands off. Darius was the only one who understood
fully, and together we’d found a way to keep moving, because giving up wasn’t an option and
talking over and over our woes did nothing but bring us down. One small mercy I’d been gifted
was that I’d found a bond with him I’d never expected to have. And though trust was something I
doubted I’d ever feel again for anyone besides family, Darius Acrux came surprisingly close. And
so did the other Heirs sometimes.Geraldine suddenly dropped a bagel that was halfway to her
mouth, her eyes stretched wide. She released a noise like a strangled peacock then flew out of
her seat. Another bagel shot out of her grip as she brought a hand to her forehead and it
smacked Justin in the face, the cream cheese making it stick. “Grapefruits in a snowstorm, it
cannot be!”I twisted around, my gaze falling on the girl who’d just walked in the door, my heart
lurching, my breath catching, a ringing filling my ears. Her face was pale and everything about
her seemed endlessly dark, but it was her. Tory was here.I sprang out of my seat, rushing toward
her as my heart pounded right up into my skull. I couldn’t think or breathe, no rational thought
entered my head as I collided with her, crushing her against me in a fierce hug while she just
stood there.I half noticed Mildred and Marguerite trailing behind her among more of the
H.O.R.E.S and grimaced as I dragged her away from them.I leaned back to look at her, tears
burning the backs of my eyes as I tried to form a question, absorbing the fact that she was really
in my arms.The door opened again behind her and Darius appeared, halting dead in his tracks,
his lips parting and suddenly he was upon us, wrenching Tory from my arms and twisting her
around to face him.“You’re back,” he rasped.“How did you escape?” I managed to get out,
pushing one of Darius’s hands off her so I could get close again. I realised The Orb was utterly
silent and one look to my left told me Max, Caleb and Geraldine were closing in on us and the
rest of the students in The Orb were watching intently.“Come on, let’s go somewhere private.”
Darius tugged Tory’s arm but she yanked her hand free, straightening her sleeve where he’d
ruffled it with a pinched look of disgust.“No thanks,” she said, brushing past us and leaving us
there in her wake.I ran after her, pulling her around to face me again, holding onto her when she
tried to continue walking. “Tory, it’s me, it’s Darcy. Look at me,” I demanded, desperation clawing
at my insides.Muttering broke out but I didn’t care, my heart was trying to climb out of my chest.
I’d never expected this. Why would Lionel let her come back?Tory’s cool gaze moved to my face,
her expression bored. “I’m sorry, do I know you?”Marguerite shrieked a laugh and Mildred
sniggered somewhere behind me, making my hackles rise dangerously.“Tory,” I growled, shaking



her, drawing my Phoenix flames under my skin, trying to urge them into her to burn out the
shadows keeping my sister prisoner. “Hold still.” The flames reached the very edges of my flesh
and a deep, burning creature in me called for the Phoenix that lived in her, but no answer came
in return. I gasped, realising what that meant, my grip on her firming.“Let go of me.” Tory tugged
her arm away, a swirl of darkness in her eyes making determination storm through me. I will set
you free.I reached for her again and Tory raised her hands as if she was about to fight me. But I
didn’t care. I’d fight through every force in this world to save her.“Darcy,” Caleb shot to my side,
pulling me back. “Not here.”Tory looked between us with her nose wrinkling then walked away,
heading off to a table full of H.O.R.E.S with Mildred dropping down at her side, smirking darkly
back at me. Xavier had risen from his seat, staring from Tory to Darius with a look of horrified
surprise written into his features.“No,” I snarled as Caleb gripped my arm tighter.Darius marched
past me after Tory, but Max intercepted him, pushing him back.“Not. Here,” Caleb hissed and I
met his gaze, my heart splintering up the middle. But through the fog of emotion clouding my
mind, I could see he was right.I nodded, straightening my spine and fighting not to shake with
anger at seeing my sister like that.Max spoke into Darius’s ear and he finally gave in with a growl
of frustration, turning back and the two of them headed toward the door.Caleb moved at my side
as we followed and Geraldine raced after us with tears still streaming down her cheeks.“Oh, my
Queen, what will we do?” she begged of me.I didn’t have an answer, but I was going to damn
well find one. “I don’t know yet, but we’ll figure it out.”She nodded several times, tears still flowing
freely down her cheeks.We bumped into Seth outside and he howled to the sky as Caleb
explained what was going on. Then we all started moving across campus in a tight group,
heading to King’s Hollow. The Heirs had increased the amount of protection spells on their
hideout tenfold last night, keeping it a haven away from other students or teachers.When we
arrived at the huge tree that gave access to it, we headed up inside the hidden stairway while
Geraldine muttered under her breath about barbequing Lionel Acrux and serving him up to a
pack of hungry dogs.My heart blazed with the flames of my Order as I was torn between being
distraught by Tory turning me away and relieved that she was here. Because now we had a real
chance to get close to her. And that was what we’d been hoping for for months.We headed into
the large lounge at the heart of the treehouse and I looked to Darius, seeing my own pain
mirrored in his eyes.“There’s something we can do to help her,” I announced and everyone
turned to me hopefully. Darius took a step toward me like I was the answer to everything he’d
dreamed of all summer.“Her Order is being suppressed. I couldn’t sense her Phoenix, that must
be what it is,” I said firmly, needing it to be true. Because I knew there was a way to fix that.“Holy
tartlets,” Geraldine gasped and Seth howled again.“Shit, Lionel must be giving her Order
Suppressant shots. They can last a few days,” Max said and the others nodded.“But there’s an
antidote right?” I asked anxiously. Gabriel had told me about it in a bunch of his stories from
when he’d attended Aurora Academy.“Yeah,” Darius confirmed, his eyes lighting with hope and I
felt it too, brightening up the dark void living inside me.“Hm, where can we get some of that? It’s
not exactly something we can buy,” Seth said thoughtfully.“I know exactly who can get it for us,” I



said confidently.“Who?” Darius asked with a frown.I smiled, feeling like we finally had something
that could really save Tory at long last. “My brother.”I woke early in a soft bed that felt familiar and
strange all at once. There was an ache in my chest and the memory of a dream haunting me as
the shadows curled and writhed beneath my skin.I fought to push them aside as I tried to
remember the dream. I'd been standing in the rain on a cliffside and someone else had been
with me. Someone who had made my heart beat a lot faster than the slow and steady rhythm it
was maintaining now. My lips tingled with the memory of a touch I couldn't place, the taste of
something so much sweeter than I deserved...The shadows writhed impatiently beneath my skin
and I rubbed a thumb over the Aries brand on my left forearm as it itched.I sat up and turned to
take my Atlas from the nightstand beside me, my fingers seeking out Lionel's number as the
urge to see him grew in me until it was almost unbearable. I’d only been away from him for two
nights, but I could hardly think of anything aside from returning to him. How was I supposed to
make it through the rest of the week before seeing him again?I pressed dial and held the Atlas to
my ear as it began to ring, my muscles tensing with each moment that passed and the need to
be closer to him growing in me as I held my breath and waited for him to answer."What is it,
Roxanya?" Lionel growled, his voice rough with sleep like I'd woken him and as my gaze strayed
to the dim light of the rising sun beyond the window, I realised I must have."I missed you," I
breathed, the words seeming to form of their own accord on my tongue and my gut twisting
uncomfortably for a moment before the power of the shadows within me swept through my limbs,
causing pleasure to tumble down my spine instead."Who is that, Daddy?" Clara's voice came in
the background as Lionel grunted irritably."My other love," he explained in a flat tone with a sigh
of frustration that made me bite into my lip nervously. "You'll have to learn to cope with the
cravings, Roxanya. I don't have time to mollycoddle you every time you ache for me.""I ache for
you, Daddy," Clara moaned. "I ache to please you.""So do I," I said a little petulantly as the
sound of Clara moving around on the bed filled the speaker for a moment."Good. Then come
and see me tonight," he said, making my hopes lift a fraction as Clara started murmuring praises
in a husky tone that made my skin prickle. "I have a meeting I want you to attend by my side. And
then we are going to need to talk to the press.""Okay," I agreed instantly.“Oh, Daddy, let me lick
you like an ice cream,” Clara begged and I gritted my teeth as I tried to ignore her."Come straight
from classes. I’ll send you the details,” Lionel said to me, making some of the tension in my limbs
relax."I will,” I promised.Clara started moaning loudly in the background and my thumb landed
on the screen to end the call as my lip peeled back in anger. I threw my Atlas across the room
where it slammed into the wall before thumping down onto the carpet and shadows poured from
my skin to embrace me.My furious outburst turned into a groan of pleasure as the darkness
writhed within me. Its caress eased my mind and soothed away whatever had been getting me
so worked up. But it was hungry too. The shadows liked to gift me pleasure, but only so long as I
fed them in pain. And as a shiver of darkness raced down my spine, my fingers flexed with the
desire to do just that.I let the shadows rise up in me until they were coating every inch of my
flesh and I could hardly even see through them while I mechanically pulled on the uniform that



was hung in my closet. My hands followed patterns that were ingrained in my memory without
me really paying much attention as I brushed my long, dark hair and painted makeup onto my
face. Before long, I was ready to go hunting for what the shadows craved.I paused beside the
door, moaning beneath my breath as the shadows stroked my body before forcing my will over
them and taking them into my control the way Clara had taught me.They withdrew reluctantly
and I watched in the mirror as they slid back beneath my skin until the only visual clue that they
were there at all was hidden in the black ring that surrounded my irises.My gaze stayed locked
on that ring for a long moment as the echo of something important tugged at my memory. I
shivered as I almost felt the kiss of snow on my arms, tasted tears on my lips, felt a stab of pain
directly into my heart. But as I sucked in a sharp breath at the almost memory, the shadows
fluttered in my chest and soothed it away for me.The hint of a smile touched my crimson painted
lips and I pulled my door open as I headed outside.The corridors of Ignis House were quiet due
to the early hour and I walked on silent feet in my stiletto heels down the stairs to the empty
common room before heading down the next set of stairs to the exit.I pushed the door open and
stepped out into the cool morning, almost calling on my fire magic to warm me through before
the shadows licked beneath my skin and drew my attention away from the cold.I took a few
steps, but a prickling sense of awareness drew my attention to more shadows at my back and I
clenched my fist as I reached out with my own hold on the dark magic to claim control of the
threat.There was a grunt of discomfort from the source of the shadows, but the owner of them
made no attempt to pull them back under their own control and I slowly turned to look at him.I
flinched as my gaze fell on Darius, standing there in a pair of grey sweatpants and a white tank.
His muscular, tattooed arms flexed with tension and his gaze tightened as his eyes moved over
me."Roxy," he murmured and I fought to stay impassive as the echo of pain and fear washed
through me at the sound of that name in his mouth.But this wasn't the indistinct pain of
memories I couldn't quite grasp. It was the smack of electricity slamming into my flesh and
burning me from the inside out. It was the taste of charred flesh on my lips and the sound of my
screams filling the air. He was responsible for that. And even the idea of lingering in his company
had me fearing it happening again. But I couldn't show him that. My king had been very clear
about that."Why are you standing out here?" I asked him, forcing myself to take a step closer
even as I remembered the scent of burning flesh in the air and had to fight the desire to bolt.
"You didn't seriously think you could sneak up on me, did you?""I was waiting for you," he
replied, his brow pinching like he thought I should have expected that.I released my hold on his
shadows a touch as I tried to understand why he'd expect me to be out here this early. But as I
tried to figure it out, a different memory rose in me of him forcing me beneath the surface of a
swimming pool and bringing my nightmares to life. And the darkness in me ached to make him
pay for it."Why?" I ground out, my jaw tightening as the shadows whispered dark thoughts in my
ears, urging me to claim vengeance for the things he'd done and all the pain he was responsible
for. I tightened my grip on them, using them to hurt him.My lips curled up as a curse escaped his
lips and I watched as the shadows dug their claws into him and fed on his pain, filling me with a



sense of euphoria that was utterly addictive.Darius clenched his jaw and I felt a sharp tug on my
hold over his shadows as he took back control of them. I expected him to lash out at me and
drew on my own darkness even more in preparation to fight him off, but instead he just stepped
into my personal space and caught my cheek in his rough palm."Because I'm not giving up on
you, Roxy. I don't care what I have to do or what it costs to pull you back out of the shadows. I
won't stop until you're yourself again," he swore roughly.For a moment I just stood there, my
gaze raking over his face as the shadows rippled through my flesh and I smirked at him. "You
think I'd choose to relinquish my hold on the shadows?" I asked him. "For you?""Not for me. For
you. For your sister. For-"The ground beneath our feet began to tremble and I knocked his hand
off of my cheek, but took a step closer to him as I raised my chin."I think you're under the
impression that I'm some kind of damsel in distress, Darius Acrux," I said in a low voice as
shadows flickered before my eyes and shimmered over my skin. Even the mention of his name
sent the memory of agony pulsing through my chest, but I held the shadows closer to fight off
the sensation. He didn't step back as I moved right into his personal space, but he swallowed
thickly and my gaze tracked the movement of his Adam's apple as it bobbed before I looked up
into his dark eyes again. "But I have everything I could ever want and more with my king. I have
power and love and freedom. What else could I possibly desire?""You don't have love," he
growled, his eyes flashing with reptilian slits as the Dragon beneath his skin peered out at me
too. "You don't love that monster. You love Darcy. You love..." His brow creased and he shook his
head. "I love you. And you promised me forever once. So if I have to-""Forever?" I asked, a
memory pushing into my mind but fleeing again before I had a chance to look at it. My heart
slammed against my ribs at his words and the memory of my flesh burning and charring while I
screamed in agony made bile rise in my throat and a ringing start up in my ears.I flinched away
from him as my king's voice filled my head. Who do you love?"I love my king," I hissed, stepping
back and sneering at the man in front of me as he tried to follow.The shadows rose up in me to
soothe the ache of the lightning that had crippled me time and time again. All of that pain, all of
that suffering was his fault. Every time I'd been burned by the power of the storm, ripped apart
and set alight in the heart of it had been because of him. My king had healed me of that agony
and I wasn't going to let him poison me with his lies. The deeper I fell into the shadows, the less I
remembered that pain and the more I craved the dark.Darius took a step closer to me as the
expression fell from my face and I tightened my fist, yanking on the shadows inside him as I
invaded them with my own."Stay away from me," I warned him as his muscles tensed against the
pain I was driving into his flesh."What if I won't?" he gritted out. "You will," I insisted, pushing
more shadows into him and making him swear as he fought to stay on his feet through the pain
of them."I promised you forever too, Roxy," he growled. "And I intend to keep my word."My gaze
skipped between the black rings that surrounded his irises just like mine and I almost drew the
shadows back for a moment before a stab of pain resounded in my chest like a bolt of
lightning.With a hiss of anger, I threw the shadows at him hard enough to knock him back
against the glass wall of Ignis House then turned and strode away from him without another



word.I constructed an air shield around myself that was utterly impenetrable as I walked up the
path, focusing on the feeling of the shadows as they snaked beneath my skin and soothed the
aches in my flesh.They weren't hungry anymore, sated by the pain they'd caused Darius, and yet
somehow I still felt unsettled by the interaction. I reached into my pocket, my fingers curling
around the edge of my Atlas as I considered calling my king again, then sighed as I forced
myself to release my hold on it. I'd be seeing him tonight. I could last that long without him. But
the ache in my body was only going to grow more urgent until then.I moved inside The Orb and
took a seat at a table to the rear of the room with a single chair at it and a fireplace right beside it,
wanting to replenish my magic while I focused on my task. There was only one reason for me to
be in this place after all and I wanted to make sure I didn't disappoint my king, so I was going to
spend every moment I had studying and perfecting my hold on my magic just like he wanted.
The stronger I was, the better I could protect him and that was the one, single thing I knew I
needed to do with my life.I pulled my Atlas from my pocket, my gaze skimming over the
horoscope that had appeared on it as I took in the words.Good Morning, Gemini.The stars have
spoken about your day!Though it may seem that you are lost in the dark at times, just remember
what is dear to your heart and you will always find a way back to yourself. Fortune favours those
who follow their own path, but beware - pitfalls await you if you allow yourself to be tempted off of
the route your heart desires.Well, that seemed clear enough. I needed to follow my heart which
meant I needed to please my king. And there was nothing that would make me stray from that
path in this world or the next.I took a moment to look at the screensaver Clara had saved on the
device for me as I pressed my fingers to the Aries mark hidden on my forearm beneath my shirt
and sighed. The picture was a posed shoot of Lionel, standing tall and proud with his shirt off to
reveal his muscular physique while he held a sun steel sword in his hand with the tip thrust into
the ground. Behind him, an image of him in his emerald green Dragon form was roaring,
releasing a burst of flames into the air which highlighted the golden colour of his hair. I closed my
eyes to drink in the image, but somehow, behind the confines of my closed eyelids, I found
myself imagining a golden Dragon instead.I frowned as I tried to figure that out and suddenly my
moment of peace was interrupted by the pounding of a fist against my air shield.My eyes
snapped open and I looked up to find Geraldine Grus knocking her fist against my shield like it
was a door while holding a plate stacked high with bagels in her other hand. She smiled broadly
as my gaze met with her deep blue eyes and she waved before pointing at the plate of bagels
then at me.My stomach growled, reminding me that I needed sustenance and I released the
magic securing my shield."Oh, thank golly for small miracles, I thought you might have been
napping like a narwhal in November and you'd have missed out on my buttery bagels while they
were still fresh from the bun oven," she gasped while I just regarded her in silence. "How are
you, my lady Tory? It has been a long and mournful summer without the pleasure of your happy
face and joyful presence to enhance it. I have missed you something chronic. I do hope that
loathsome lizard didn't subject you to too many mishaps while we were hunting for you? I swear I
don't think I've slept a full wink since I realised you were taken by that rotten reptile and I have



been begging the stars to return you every moment of every day. I have been wracking my brain
all night, wondering what might help you return to your senses and I wondered if a buttery bagel
in the morn might spark something helpful." She placed the tray of bagels down on my table so
that she could swipe tears from her eyes before peering at me hopefully like she'd only just
realised that she hadn't heard me speak yet."You can fuck off now," I said flatly, realising she
wasn't going to actually leave unless I told her to."I can...I can...you want me to..." She gaped at
me like somehow I hadn’t been clear while the tears in her eyes built up and up as she clutched
her chest like she’d been mortally wounded.I sighed, flicking my fingers at her and knocking her
back several steps with a blast of air magic. "My lady!" she gasped in horror as I lifted my Atlas
again and gave my attention to studying. My king wanted me at this academy to learn so that
was what I was going to do. I was going to become the strongest Guardian he could ever wish
for then maybe I'd be his favourite instead of Clara.Geraldine continued to splutter hysterically,
making me seriously consider using a stronger show of magic to make her back off before a
dark voice interrupted her ramblings. I looked up to find Darius standing there, perspiration now
coating his flesh where it was on show and his breathing heavier than usual like he’d been
running. I stayed silent as I took him in, the faintest niggle of recognition stirring in me again like
his morning routines were supposed to interest me for some reason."Now isn't the time,
Geraldine," Darius said in a tone that didn't allow for arguments and I cocked my head at him as I
tried to figure out what he wanted.His gaze darkened as he looked back at me and for a
moment, I swear I could taste the pain on him as the shadows rose up in me, hungering for more
of it.He placed a mug of coffee down in front of me and I eyed it like it was a bomb set to
detonate, though it just sat there innocently."I know you're still in there, Roxy," he said in a low
voice that made the hairs along the back of my neck stand on end. "And sooner or later, I'll figure
out how to save you from this."Darius turned away without me responding, taking hold of
Geraldine's arm as her sobbing turned hysterical and he directed her across the room.I watched
them go with the faintest urge to follow them rising in me before the shadows smothered it out
and let me relax back into my chair again.But as I took a sip of the coffee Darius had left for me,
the strangest stirring twisted my gut and for the first time in months, even the shadows weren't
enough to quiet the whispers in my mind. But I still couldn’t hear what they were trying to say.I
flew through the sky with Dragon fire pouring from my mouth time and again as I worked to
exorcise some of the ever-present rage in my heart as my wings beat madly in the cool air.Father
had summoned me and the rest of the Heirs to join him at the Palace of Souls tonight and I knew
he’d invited the other Councillors too, but I just couldn't decide if this was what we'd all been
dreading or if it was just some new power play.I'd checked with Darcy after we'd been given the
summons and she hadn't had a clue about us turning up at the palace which was her home
tonight. It wasn't exactly unusual for Father to invite himself wherever the hell he wanted to go
and do whatever the fuck he wanted to do, but the location of this had me on edge.Darcy had
gone to speak to Gabriel about it and I was left circling the clouds to try and calm myself enough
to endure an evening in his company. I hated pretending to have been thoroughly put back into



my place by the things he'd done to Roxy and how he’d left Lance to rot in prison.I blew out a
final breath of fire accompanied by a roar loud enough to rattle the windows in all of the nearby
buildings before cutting through the sky towards Ignis House. I hurtled towards the open floor
length window on the top floor where my room was, tucked my wings and shifted back into my
Fae form at the last moment. I ran several paces across the carpet to counter my momentum
and strode towards my closet to dress for the meeting.Whatever the fuck we were doing, it was
official business which meant I needed to be suited and booted, looking my damn best or he'd
happily punish me the moment we were behind closed doors.Over the summer he'd summoned
me to his office more than once and commanded me to take a beating from him under threat of
Roxy's life, and I'd had to take it like a good little bitch because I knew the evil bastard was
capable of anything. Not that I was certain he wasn't hurting her anyway. But aside from my
birthday, I hadn't seen her once over the summer. Even though I knew she was being kept
somewhere in the manor and I'd searched every fucking brick in the place, used every spell
possible to try and reveal the concealment. But there was nothing. The only clues I had gotten at
all were the times I'd woken in the night, certain I'd heard her screaming, calling for me, begging
me to find her. But once I was awake, there was never anything but silence again.I didn’t know if
it was just my imagination being cruel to me or if the stars were gifting me glimpses of what was
happening to her, but I got the horrible feeling it might be the latter. Thanks to the fucking
shadows clouding Gabriel’s Sight, he was having no luck in seeking her out and I’d been starting
to consider riskier and riskier moves that could be made to try and find her.I dressed in a
charcoal grey suit with a black dress shirt, pausing for a moment as I pulled the jacket over my
shoulders and found it tight around my arms. That thing had been custom made only a few
months ago and yet I'd managed to grow out of it already.I glanced in the mirror at the fabric
straining over my biceps and the inch of ankle showing above my shoes before cursing and
pulling the suit off. Not that I was really complaining. Last I'd checked, I was on eye level with the
piece of shit I called my father but seeing as I'd been making a good effort not to look at him
when I was stuck in his company, I hadn't particularly noticed that I was having a growth spurt
again. It wasn't all that surprising that my muscles were growing with the amount of training I'd
been doing with the other Heirs, wrestling and learning to wield the axe Darcy had gifted me to
the best of my ability. But if I was getting bigger in my Fae form then that would be even more
noticeable in my Dragon form. And I seriously hoped I was about to become the biggest Dragon
in Solaria, even if it was just so that I could watch Father's head explode when he realised his
own son had knocked him off of the top spot.A knock at my door interrupted me as I changed
into a black suit instead and I called out for Xavier to come in, knowing he'd been summoned to
come to the palace tonight too.But as the door swung wide and I glanced at it in the mirror, my
breath caught."Roxy?" I asked, turning towards her sharply and letting the tie I'd been about to
put on fall from my hand.She was wearing a black gown which accentuated the dark rings in her
eyes and she regarded me impassively as she stood on the threshold. She was stunningly
beautiful as always, but there was hardly anything of the girl I'd fallen for showing in the



mannequin model version of her standing before me. There was no scorn in her eyes, no wit on
her tongue, even her posture was just so fucking rigid, it didn't seem natural. She was like a
painting of herself, all done in perfect proportions but with no life inside her, nothing to say she
was anything more than a beautiful decoration designed to be admired and little else. I missed
her quick tongue and insults, I wanted her calling me out on having a gold plated bed and a
fucking jacuzzi tub. Hell, I'd take her hating me over this...nothing creature that stood in her
place."Your father said I should arrive with you," she said simply, glancing around my room like
she didn't even recognise it."You're coming too?" I asked, hesitating where I was despite the
desperate desire to go to her.This helpless void of emotion in her cut me open and bled me out,
but until I could get my hands on the antidote to the Order Suppressant my father was dosing
her with, I didn't know how to try and bring her back to us. We had to be careful who we trusted
to get it for us and it took longer to brew than any of us wanted to wait so Gabriel was in the
process of getting hold of some faster from his dodgy Alestrian contacts. I didn't really give a shit
where we got it from, I just needed my girl back to herself or it was going to kill me."My king
wants me there," she said, her eyes shining at the mention of her so-called king, and I had to grit
my teeth against the rage that built in me."Do you remember when you first came to this
academy?" I asked her, taking a step forward but falling still as she flinched.It was only the
smallest jerk of motion and she raised her chin to cover it a moment later, but I caught the
movement and it sent ice running down my spine. Why the fuck was she afraid of me?"Not
particularly," she replied coldly and a distant rumble of thunder reminded me that we weren't
supposed to be alone. Fucking stars. I hated them almost as much as I hated the man who had
sired me."Why did you just flinch when I moved closer to you?" I asked and her brow creased
the smallest amount in a way that made me think she hadn't been aware of it. Or maybe she had
but she hadn’t wanted me to see."You hurt me," she replied simply, her green-brown eyes
meeting mine. "Always have, always will."Fuck.Why did those words cut into me worse than any
blade ever could? Maybe because I knew there was truth to them. Maybe because that was the
one thing I feared more than anything and I hated that it might be so. I regretted everything I'd
done to her more than I could ever put into words, but I couldn't even deny that I was still hurting
her. My father should have died at my hands the night he took her. I had been so fucking close to
saving her and everyone else from him and I'd failed. And everything that had happened to her
in the months since was my fault because of it."I'm sorry, Roxy," I breathed but she didn't even
seem to register my words, looking back over her shoulder as more footsteps approached. What
I wouldn't give for her to call me out on getting her fucking name wrong or to call me a lizard
bastard or an arrogant prick or any number of insults. I’d take them all and thank her for them if I
could just prise them from her lips."Oh, err, hey - am I interrupting?" Xavier's voice came from
behind her, which was probably a good thing as the thunder which was crashing through the sky
was only getting more insistent and I knew I couldn't linger alone in her company."No," Roxy
replied simply, like she had no reason at all to want to prolong our conversation. I tried not to let
that hurt but it fucking did.Xavier glanced at me with a question in his eyes and I just shook my



head. There was nothing we could do right now with Father waiting for us, but I was sure as hell
going to do something soon.The three of us headed out of Ignis House and started walking for
the gates while Xavier asked Roxy question after question as he tried to draw her out of herself.
But he got little more than single word answers if she replied at all. I tried to walk close beside
her, but she kept shifting away when I moved near, and I knocked against a solid air shield the
third time I attempted it. She didn't even look my way as I tried not to let the rejection bite at me,
but this was so fucked up that I didn't even know how to begin fixing it. I just had to hope that
Darcy was right about her Phoenix being the key to it, because if we didn't figure this out soon
then I was going to lose my damn mind.We made it beyond the gates where we met the other
Heirs and travelled via stardust to the sprawling courtyard outside the Palace of Souls where
Father was already waiting.I exchanged loaded looks with my friends but kept my face neutral as
I took in the gathered crowd, waiting to hear whatever the hell he had to say.Roxy strode away
from us the moment we arrived, her eyes lighting up for the first time since she'd appeared at my
door as she headed straight for my father who stood with Mom, Stella, Vard and Clara before the
gates to the palace."Take it easy, remember we've got a plan," Max murmured, placing a hand
on my arm as he pushed his Siren gifts at me, offering me a measure of calm as I watched the
girl who should have been my mate wrap her arms around my father's neck and embrace him in
front of everyone here.His eyes met mine over her shoulder and the corner of his lips hooked up
cruelly like he could feel my fucking heart tearing open as his arms closed around her for a
moment.Fortunately for him, he released her before I lost my fucking mind and launched myself
at him. I wanted his death more keenly than anything I'd ever desired and the way he was
watching me said he was well aware of the fact. But it didn't matter because he'd placed the only
woman I'd ever loved between us and he knew my hatred for him would never outweigh my love
for her. She was a shield unlike any other he could have constructed against me and I was
tamed by his control over her just as surely as she was by the shadows that had corrupted
her.Silence slowly fell throughout the courtyard as Father stepped away from Roxy and moved to
stand in the centre of the space, facing the crowd."No doubt you are all wondering why I
summoned you here this evening at such short notice," he called out and the other Councillors
all exchanged looks, standing a little way behind him and clearly having no fucking idea what
this was about.I met my mother's eyes across the wide courtyard, but she was obviously just as
in the dark as the rest of us, so I turned my gaze back to the man running the show to see what
the hell he had to say for himself."Last night, I awoke with the words of the stars whispering in
my ears," Father called loudly to the deathly silent crowd. "They summoned me from my bed and
led me to the lake at the edge of my land and there, I saw a vision in the reflection on the surface
of the water."I frowned as I tried to figure out what the fuck he was going on about, but the crowd
of onlookers were all watching him with rapt attention so I could only wait to find out where he
was going with it. I seriously doubted he’d been gifted a fucking vision though. There was no
trace of The Sight in our heritage and he’d never had one before to my knowledge.I glanced over
at Vard, my father’s creepy new Seer, wondering if he was going to claim to have something to



do with this apparent vision, but he just stood watching, his mismatched eyes fixed on the show,
the blood red one seeming to pulse with magic on and off."I saw destruction, devastation, death
and the end of the world as we know it. I saw us losing this war against the Nymphs." Screams of
fright went up amongst the crowd and the Councillors exchanged shocked glances, confirming
that they were as in the dark as all of us, though they seemed to be more interested in hearing
him out than interrupting his speech. "Then the stars offered me a deal. One which I felt duty
bound to accept as it was presented by the guiding force of the heavens themselves. The true
and divine beings who have given us all we have in this world. They gave me and those most
loyal to the stars a gift – the Fifth Element."The silence in the crowd erupted into whispers of
shock and suspicion but Father was more than ready for that as he raised his voice to quiet them
again."They offered me this and all the power that goes with it for the sake of our kingdom. But
they also pointed out that our kingdom isn't truly a kingdom at all because it is not ruled by a
single monarch the way that they intended for it to be."He raised his hands and my gut lurched
with bile as I felt the dark power of the shadows rising up around us before they even became
visible to the naked eye. Father lifted his arms slowly and shadows crept down his hands,
coating his fingers and pooling in his palms. My heart raced in my chest as I looked between the
other Heirs in horror, realising that this was it, his play for power. He was going to claim the
throne. Which meant he was about to formally challenge their parents. And if he proved his
power over them in front of this entire audience and all of the cameras that were trained on him,
there would be no denying that he was the most powerful Fae in all of Solaria. He would claim
his position at the top of the pecking order and there was nothing that any of us could do to stop
him. Fae took their power and fought for their place and if he was the most powerful Fae of all
then there was one clear position for him to assume.But instead of doing that, of following the
guidelines laid out in place for a formal challenge, Father just raised his hands higher, the
shadows thickening around him as more people screamed and some of the weakest Fae in the
audience bolted like they feared for their lives. And they should have. Nothing good came from
the darkness of the shadows. Nothing lived in them but pain and misery and a hunger that could
never be sated.I made a move to step forward, to make my own challenge, to try to force him to
face me without putting Roxy between us or do anything at all to stop this horror show from
playing out.But as I tried to move, I found my body locked in position, the shadows within me
rooting me to the spot and binding my tongue just as firmly as my limbs. My gaze caught on
Clara across the courtyard where she stood in her trailing black gown, shadows twisting
between her legs and beneath her skirts in an unnatural wind as she smirked at me with black
painted lips. She looked like a witch from an old fairy tale, not the sibling of the man I loved like a
brother."I am a willing pawn of the stars and I will gladly let fate guide my hand in protecting our
kingdom and ruling over all of my subjects!" Father cried, either totally oblivious of the countless
horrified, terrified faces before him or fucking relishing every second of their fear. "And I am here
to claim my crown."With a swift strike of his hands towards the ground, shadows burst from him
like a blanket of pure darkness, snaking out in every direction and seeking each and every



member of the crowd surrounding us. As they coiled around each person, they tangled them in
their grip and forced them to their knees one after another and I watched in horror as the
Councillors were all made to bow too.My knees hit the cobblestones with a heavy thump that
echoed right through every bone in my body as I stared at the only man left standing in the entire
courtyard while a victorious grin slid across his face.Roxy was on her knees before him, her eyes
glazed as she looked up at him in devotion, one of the rightful queens of our kingdom forced to
bow before a monster and quelling any doubts that might have been left about whether or not
the Vegas might try and stand against him. It didn't matter that Darcy wasn't here. That wasn't
even going to make the news. All that anyone would see was one of the princesses and all of the
Councillors kneeling at his feet like adoring subjects."This is dark magic!" Tiberius boomed and
my gaze slid to Max's father as he struggled against the shadows which had engulfed his entire
body aside from his face."Let us fight," Melinda demanded, her fangs snapping out as she
snarled in a fierce refusal of what was happening."You are fighting," Father said casually. "And
yet you can't break free. So I think that proves I've already won."Tiberius started cursing and
Father flicked his fingers, tossing a silencing bubble over him and the other Councillors as he
turned his attention back to the crowd and the cameras broadcasting this fucking farce to the
entire kingdom."I know that this is new and that you may be feeling concerned. But I can prove to
you that the stars know what they're doing in this matter," he called, raising his arms again as he
beckoned, looking towards the trees that surrounded the palace grounds like he expected
something to emerge from them.Clara allowed me to turn my head and I caught Caleb's gaze as
his eyes widened in horror."Nymphs," he breathed, hearing more than I could with his gifts and
making my skin crawl as I tried to turn further towards the approaching monsters.When they
burst from the trees led by Drusilla, Miguel and Alejandro in their Fae-like forms, more than one
Fae in the crowd screamed in horror but none of them fled and I could only imagine it was the
hold of the shadows which kept them in place."Don't be afraid!" Father shouted, commanding
quiet as the Nymphs moved into the courtyard at an unhurried pace and formed lines behind
him. Their grotesque bodies were twisted and rough with skin like the bark of a tree and their red
eyes glared out at the crowd of gathered Fae, promising long and agonising deaths to each and
every one of them. Drusilla and Alejandro exchanged a smug look and Miguel gazed at them
blandly, his eyes unfocused like he had no opinion on the wild events ensuing around him."The
shadows have gifted me the power to control their kind!” Father cried. “The war is over. With the
gift of the stars, I have won it for us in a single night!"A long and agonising beat of silence
followed his proclamation, then all of a sudden some members of the crowd erupted into cheers
as Father's smile grew and a chant of 'Long live the King! Long live the King! Long live the King!'
broke out amongst them.Roxy and Clara slowly stood before him, the only ones of us allowed to
return to our feet as Clara pulled an iron crown inlaid with emerald Dragon scales from within her
skirts and handed it to the girl who was born to be a queen.Roxy didn't even hesitate as she
lifted it up and placed it on his head, leaning forward to press a kiss to his cheek which came
close enough to his mouth to make the Dragon in me snarl with fury and beg to be set loose to



rip him limb from limb.Roxy and Clara stepped to his side then Mom, Xavier and I all found
ourselves on our feet, moving to join them. I ended up right beside my father as cameras flashed
and people yelled praise to the new King Acrux. Inside, I was doing everything in my power to
fight off the grip of the shadows so that I could tear his fucking head from his shoulders, but
externally I stood at his side, the loyal son, helping create the picture of the perfect family he
painted us out to be in his lies.Once the crowd began to quiet, Father strode away from us to
stand over the three Councillors he'd forced to their knees. "Will you serve in my Council the way
we all once did for the Savage King?" he asked in a booming voice which carried across the
crowd and silence fell once again.He removed the silencing bubble that had stopped their
protests earlier and the three Councillors looked resigned as they exchanged glances."I swear
my loyalty to the crown," Melinda agreed, the reluctance in her voice clear as Father took her
hand and forced her to make that oath before the stars, binding her to her word."I swear my
loyalty to the crown," Antonia ground out and Seth's shoulders dropped an inch as he watched
his mother be forced to bow like that.Tiberius held out the longest and as my father waited on his
oath, I could see the way his eyes tightened against the pain of the shadows which were no
doubt being driven into him with more power to force an answer from his lips."I swear my loyalty
to the crown," he gritted out eventually and with the clap of magic that sealed the oath, it was
done.Solaria was no longer ruled by a Council. We had a monarch. A king who would no doubt
be so much worse than the Savage King had ever been. Father turned and strode towards the
gates to the Palace of Souls, the Nymphs parting for him like a tide as he took ownership of this
royal place, the people, the kingdom, everything. And all of our nightmares came true at once.In
short, Solaria was well and truly fucked.I sat in the Mess Hall at breakfast, gazing at the slop
they called oatmeal in my bowl and trying to convince myself to eat it. Wasting away in here was
non optional if you wanted to survive. Fights broke out daily and without magic I had to be
physically strong to defend myself whenever I was dragged into it. Which was pretty often thanks
to the stars being assholes to me lately.The small amount of free time I had, I either spent in the
gym or in the library. Working out until I nearly busted a lung was the only thing that ever made
my misery more bearable. And the rest of the time I spent pouring through every book in this
place as I hunted for clues about the Imperial Star or how to break into an old fucking diary
locked by a magical password I couldn’t guess. Not that there were many passages on either of
those things in the tomes kept in the piss-poor Darkmore Penitentiary library. But there was an
old section on the royals which mentioned the Imperial Star once or twice. Nothing useful so far
though, nothing that could give Darius and Darcy an edge to find it before Lionel did.Someone
slid into the seat beside me and I turned my head, a growl grating against my throat in warning. I
found Roary Night perching there, his muscles flexing, his long hair falling around his face.“I’ve
been watching you,” he said casually, like we’d spoken a thousand times.I grunted, turning away
again. “You? Or your little band of followers?” He wasn’t one to show off about it, but everyone
knew he ran one of the biggest gangs in Darkmore. Unlike the other gangs, the Shades didn’t
need to go around shouting about how big their balls were to prove their power though. They



were the shadow in the dark, the threat you didn’t see coming. It was hard to even know for sure
who exactly was one of them, but they saw everything that went on in this place. Each and every
one of them reporting back to the man in charge. And for a while now, I’d gained his attention.He
chuckled darkly, twisting around in his seat and resting his forearms on the table. “Both.”“Good
for you, I hope you enjoyed the show.” I stuffed a spoonful of oatmeal into my mouth and he
yawned broadly, slinging an arm over my shoulders. I swallowed the tasteless sludge on my
tongue, cocking a brow at him.“I’ve been speaking to my brother. And he’s been speaking to
Gabriel Nox...” His brother Leon was a good enough friend to me that I didn’t distrust Roary, but I
was also planning on collecting friends in here about as much as I planned on starting an
acapella band. But now he had my attention. I’d met Leon after he and some of his classmates
had been sent to Zodiac Academy for a student exchange back when I’d been a student myself.
He’d licked my face which had made me dislike him intensely, but I guessed the over-friendly
Lion Shifter had grown on me eventually. His brother was a little more sinister though.I fell still,
surveying Roary curiously. “And?”“And, I know the truth now.”I dropped my spoon into my bowl
and shrugged his arm off of my shoulders. “And what’s the truth?” I asked hollowly.“You’re no
pervert,” he said with a smirk, rubbing his knuckles against my cheek. I batted his hand away
with a growl of warning and he laughed lightly. “So we can be friends now.”The table banged as
Ethan Shadowbrook, the leader of the Lunar Brotherhood gang in here, slammed himself down
on the seat opposite us, his fists hitting the table. “Hands off, Lion. I already called dibs.”“Didn’t
realise I was building a harem,” I said dryly, returning to my breakfast.The resident nutjob, Sin
Wilder, suddenly launched himself to sit on the table cross legged, gazing between all of us with
a psychotic look on his face. “What do you call a harem with four swords and no
scabbard?”“What?” Ethan narrowed his eyes at him.“Boring.” Sin jumped off the table and
laughed manically as he headed away. The guy was a certified lunatic, but at least he left me the
fuck alone most of the time.“So, remember that offer I made you about those pills that will, you
know…” Ethan leaned closer, pushing his fingers into his styled blonde hair. “Suppress the
Guardian Bond.”I itched the mark on my arm where the sleeve of my orange jumpsuit was rolled
up, the skin prickling as it urged me toward Darius as always. Fuck I missed him.“I said no,” I
growled. I wasn’t gonna owe this guy anything. I’d fought to keep myself a loner in here and that
was the way it was staying. I’d align myself with one of the gangs the same day I’d strip down and
bend over for the local pervert Plunger. Last week a guy had made a crack about him drinking
tea instead of coffee and Plunger had face slammed him into a wall, then proceeded to drop his
pants and dunk his balls in and out of his slack-jawed mouth while shouting ‘who likes tea bags
now?’. So, yeah.“That’s the thing. Yesterday I gave those pills to a guy who was suffering from
Faemorrhoids,” Ethan said, scratching the back of his neck. “They’re like a fix-all, numbing thing
you see?”“Right,” I muttered and Roary frowned at him.Ethan leaned even closer, lowering his
voice. “And basically, I can definitely get more of them if you want, but the guy got a rash on his
balls that was so bad he had to have them chopped off.”“Wow,” I deadpanned. “Please send
them my way.”“He felt pretty numb while it all happened if that helps. And people call him Eunuch



Jim now. He always wanted a nickname,” Ethan snorted and Roary shoved out of his seat, giving
me a look that said to come and talk to him when the Werewolf was finished offering me ball
rash pills. The choices I had in here really were sublime.A bell rang which sounded the end of
breakfast and I pushed out of my seat with plans to head straight to the gym, but I knocked into
some asshole behind me and turned around to find Gustard there, his juice spilling all down his
chest. Great.The guy had tattoos on his face and was the last motherfucker anyone wanted to
cross in Darkmore. But since the stars had cursed me with bad luck for breaking the star vow I’d
made with Darcy, I seemed to bump into him ten times a day and piss him the fuck off. I swear I’d
been sent to medical five times more often than any other Fae in here, mainly because of this
asshole.“You again,” he hissed between his teeth and I clenched my jaw. It wasn’t that he on his
own was a force of nature, but his entire gang flouted the way of the Fae and ganged up on their
opponents ten on one. “Get me another,” he growled, trying to dominate me, but for all the stars
in the world, I had too much pride to bow to anyone like a little bitch.“Get it yourself,” I snarled,
brushing past him toward the doors.I’d have to pay for that in blood later, but I’d rather that than
lose my dignity in this place. It was pretty much all I had left and if I was being honest, it wasn’t
really intact when everyone in the world believed I’d Dark Coerced a Vega princess into fucking
me. I was just some depraved pervert in most people’s eyes. But at least I’d done it for the best
reason on earth. Her.I headed down to the library, the guards’ watchful eyes following me on the
stairs. When I pushed through the frosted glass doors, I headed to my favourite spot at the very
back of the stacks, one of the few places where I could find solitude in the prison.As usual, the
old guy everyone called Poltergeist was there. He was ancient with his grey beard and sallow
skin and he never said much. He drifted to the end of the aisle, throwing me cautious glances
before disappearing around one of the stacks. He always haunted this part of the library, but he
never bothered me, and I didn’t bother him either. And that made him my new best friend.I
grabbed out the tome I’d been reading yesterday, flicking to page five hundred and dropping
down at a desk before working through it. I had one saving grace today. A visitation with Darius. It
was kind of pathetic how much I’d come to depend on my contact with him. He visited me
whenever he could, but now he’d started back at Zodiac, I doubted he’d be able to come as
often. I supposed if I had one constant companion in here, it was loneliness. And once upon a
time, that wouldn’t have bothered me so much. Being a Vampire meant I had an inclination
towards alone time. But fuck if I didn’t ache for company these days. A very specific kind of
company of course.

Zodiac Academy dads gifts

Zodiac Academy: The Awakening As Told By The Boys, Dark Fae (Ruthless Boys of the Zodiac
Book 1), Savage Fae (Ruthless Boys of the Zodiac Book 2), Feral Wolf (Darkmore Penitentiary
Book 3)



Lien, “Anticipating and dreading the last book....  SPOILERS! YOU SHOULD READ THIS
REVIEW AFTER FINISHING THE BOOK*** TORY & DARIUSAaand we're back at it again with
Tory and Darius . Their romance is wearing me out because so many pages had to be spent on
them repairing their relationship YET AGAIN. You’d THINK they just made some huge progress
and BAM suddenly it's all gone.  totally Cassandra Clare feels or is it just me? The sacrificeI
was never really moved by Tory and Darius’s love story but now every time I think about Darius's
sacrifice I just wanna cry. I mean, I wondered how the sister authors were gonna turn this around
but SACRIFICE? Really?? This is CHEATING and yes, even I can’t resist sacrifice and I totally
care about their romance now. Damn you for this, Caroline Peckham and Susanne Valenti! I
mean, just give the boy what he wants! Was that really necessary? He just wants to be together
with Tory! THE FRIENDSHIPSI KNEW they would be amazing once they put their differences
aside. The way the heirs were there for Darcy after Tory was gone…I also love the banter and
friendship/bond between Orion and Darius! BEST THING EVER.And look at that, Tory and
Orion’s unlikely friendship might be one of my favorites too. The talk about how they feel about
their Wardens was hilarious. Also how she helped him by giving him some freedom? Thinking
back to book four... WHO WOULD HAVE THOUGHT??All these developments, be it in
character or relationships in this series are on a whole new level. SETH... AND HIS
MEDDLINGSeth… this guy is showing his cute and playful side again that made me like him in
the first place (you know, BEFORE he cut off Darcy’s hair and became imo the biggest jerk out
of the four). It’s actually quite unfair how easily he could get back into my graces again just
because I always had a weakness for dogs and he’s a werewolf shifter. Seth has soo many
classic traits of a dog, the licking, the being in distress when his friends are, being tactile, and
wanting to cuddle,... Seth... is impossible not to love.Also, he’s one of the biggest Darion
advocates in this book and seeing as they ARE my ultimate OTP, Seth totally became my
personal hero. Gaawd, I KNEW Seth was my favorite for a reason LMAO Besides him helping
Darion get back together, we can’t forget about his trip to the moon, right? HILARIOUS!
ORION... AND DARCYSee? Orion is the most entertaining out of them all, apart from Geraldine
that is. Am I being biased? Very likely but, cmon, this guy is a hoot! I hated being tactile with
anyone. Anyone except Darcy. Alright, and Darius. Apparently I only liked the D.And DRUNK
Orion? H.I.L.A.R.I.O.U.S I glanced over at the hatch which seemed to be whispering my name,
then down at the ring on my thumb which seemed to scream go and kill Seth. The inanimate
objects all made good points.On a more serious note, how dare Lionel mess with a DarcyOrion
moment and wth was that curse that Lavinia *beach* put on Darcy? Why..., WHY are the sister
authors doing this to me?? I feel personally attacked. I just want my babies back together On the
"bright" side, at least they all escaped and can hopefully be together in book seven 24/7. I need
lots and lots and LOTS of DarcyOrion moments to make up for the time they were apart 
XAVIER... AND SOFIAXavier this cutie... How do they even stick all those gems on? And was it



the design that counted or just how many jewels I could stick around my junk? Do I get points for
including the balls??I don’t know what to think about him and Sofia. They were cute at first when
they texted each other but now I’m not sure. I only want what’s best for him and I doubt Sofia is it.
She’s hella fickle.Also, did the sister authors really have to put in that "threesome" scene
between Xavier, Sofia, and Tyler? I’m so sick of them ”

Deana Aria, “Save the Throne!. Tory has been ensnared by Lionel as his guardian, and sucked
in by the shadows as she is, Tory has no sense of her old self left to her.And the rest of the gang
is trying to pick up pieces of the mess left behind when Lionel and Clara - the Shadow Princess -
wreaked their havoc on Solaria.Orion still languishes in Darkmore Penitentiary for his illicit and
illegal relationship with Darcy, and Darcy is alone without her twin for the first time in her life. And
the heirs are trying to figure out how things got so out of hand so quickly. But all is not lost as
Darcy and the heirs - along with Darcy and Tory’s brother Gabriel - begin working together for
one common cause: Destroy Lionel and rescue the throne.As usual, Susanne and Caroline’s
Zodiac Academy series continues in spectacular fashion. The characters we all know and love
continue evolving which is wonderful to witness. I feel the heirs have finally realized how their
horrible treatment of the royal twins helped bring all of this madness down upon their heads.
They are genuinely sorry and doing everything in their power to help Darcy deal with not only the
loss of her twin Tory but also Orion.One of my favorite aspects of Fated Throne is Seth and
Darcy’s ever-changing relationship. I admit I absolutely loathed Seth from book one on. He
always seemed the cruelest of all the heirs, and something about him just rubs me the wrong
way. But now I have to say I am slowly growing to like him and think he’s even cute, in a shaggy
puppy sort of way.I did not, however, give this book five stars for a couple of reasons. Maybe the
time between reading books five and six was too long for me, because part of me had lost all of
my reserves of Solaria energy, and it took a while to build back up. I’m also a bit disappointed
there were so few sexy scenes here. These sister authors always deliver lots of hot eroticism,
and that was blatantly missing from this installment.Overall the novel is excellent, if a bit
predictable. I am, however, looking forward to the conclusion of the Solaria saga as soon as
possible.”

Cynthia, “Loved every second! 6th book in one of my all-time favourite series!. This series
continues stealing my heart every single book and they just get better and better. I just can’t
remember when was the last time that a series’ world trapped me so hard, to the point that I
have been counting the days until the release date because I needed to know what was
happening with the characters and what the stars would throw in their way. Yes, those little bright
bastards in the sky that love delivering pain.Fated Throne has so much character growth and so
many things happen that it felt that I was reading it holding my breath all the time. There is love
and heartbreak, pain and healing, strong friendship and family bonds and lots of humour. I love
Caroline and Susanne’s writing style and the way they evoke so many feelings in me. In one



chapter you can have tears of sadness in your eyes and the next one you can have laughter
ones. There is also a lot of action and we keep learning about Solaria, the magic and things that
happened in the past. The characters' crossover and Easter Eggs from the other Solaria’s
series, Ruthless Fae and Darkmore, was such a great surprise and addition.There are no words
to express how excited I am about the next and final book. I can’t wait to learn about the
characters' final fate. The countdown starts now and I am just going to keep praying for multiple
HEAs until the day comes!”

S, “The best thing to come out of 2020!. I've literally been counting down the days, hours and
minutes for this book! I've been desperate to learn what's happened to shadow Tory and my
book boyfriend Orion (yes this is a series and must be read in order!) Oh my, it did not
disappoint! Absolutely amazing, addicting, awe- inspiring, soul absorbing (and soul destroying,
have some tissues!). THE read of 2020! Releasing Christmas day makes it the best Christmas
gift ever (even if it is to yourself!) So definitely start reading, leave the kids with the presents
santa got them, get the other half making Christmas dinner and sit back, relax and enjoy! Okay,
maybe sit back and relax isn't quite the right wording......... Let's try sit tense on the edge of your
seat with all the Christmas chocolate and ENJOY THE RIDE!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “LOVE THIS SERIES!!. The ending!!! OMG!!! THE ENDING!!!I need more.
It cant just end like that! There is so much left unresolved! I really hope book 7 is released
sooner that December! Not sure I can gold out that long!**Some potential spoilers here please
do not read if you don't want them**Someone please kill Mildred already. Or strip her of her
powers altogether or something! Sheis annoying, obnoxious, clueless and spineless.Kinda
hoping Hamish Gets with Catalina are end game. That woman deserves to fund a man that will
love her like she deserves!Seth reminds be a child. He has good intentions but doesn't always
execute his plans well or think them through too much. Also, his crush on Caleb is super cute
Grus the super loyal friend to the true heirs isn't going to accept Max until he officially stated he's
not going for the throne. Which we all know we wouldnt be able to win anyways.Orion is a
overbearing idiot but no one can deny his love for blue. He may be loyal to his friend but he can
see a way for both Darius and tje Vegas to get the power they have been working so hatd for.
Shame Darius is a blind idiot warped by his fathers ambition. Also, loving the plot twist regarding
his fathers loyalty DARIUS AND TORY ARE KILLING ME! it's painful to see how damaged each
of them are! They need eachother in a big way! Really need them to have their HEA soon!So,
much more I can say but don't want to give away too many spoilers!”

s, “Excellent series. Caroline and Susanne once again deliver an emotional rollercoaster in book
6 of Zodiac Academy.Darcy and Tory are amazing FMC and both face deep emotional pain in
this book, facing each of their own demons apart from the only consistent support they have
ever known .. each other.Each of the SC also go through their own deep emotional journeys in



this book, finding their strength individually so they can come back together collectively. Lionel
outdoes himself again with the depth of dispicable acts that he commits, the character is truly
evil. Book 7 is rumoured to be the last, and I cannot wait to see if he finally what he deserves, but
the rollercoaster ride of emotional turmoil is definitely not over .. for either of our princesses.”

The book by Caroline Peckham has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 10,704 people have provided
feedback.
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